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AASMEV                      Have you ever been told by a doctor or 
                            other health professional that you had 
                            asthma? 
AD8_A_L1                    [Remembering the month or year; Loop 1 - 
                            Yourself] Has there been a change in any of 
                            the following in the last several 
                            years/since you have known him/her? 
AD8_A_L2                    [Remembering the month or year; Loop 2 - 
                            Selected HH Member] Has there been a change 
                            in any of the following in the last several 
                            years/since you have known him/her? 
AD8_A_L3                    [Remembering the month or year; Loop 3 - 
                            Selected HH Member] Has there been a change 
                            in any of the following in the last several 
                            years/since you have known him/her? 
AD8_B_L1                    [Repeating questions, stories, or 
                            statements; Loop 1 - Yourself] Has there 
                            been a change in any of the following in 
                            the last several years/since you have known 
                            him/her? 
AD8_B_L2                    [Repeating questions, stories, or 
                            statements; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] 
                            Has there been a change in any of the 
                            following in the last several years/since 
                            you have known him/her? 
AD8_B_L3                    [Repeating questions, stories, or 
                            statements; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] 
                            Has there been a change in any of the 
                            following in the last several years/since 
                            you have known him/her? 
AD8_C_L1                    [The amount of difficulty remembering 
                            appointments; Loop 1 - Yourself] Has there 
                            been a change in any of the following in 
                            the last several years/since you have known 
                            him/her? 
AD8_C_L2                    [The amount of difficulty remembering 
                            appointments; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] 
                            Has there been a change in any of the 
                            following in the last several years/since 
                            you have known him/her? 
AD8_C_L3                    [The amount of difficulty remembering 
                            appointments; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] 
                            Has there been a change in any of the 
                            following in the last several years/since 
                            you have known him/her? 
AD8_D_L1                    [The amount of interest in hobbies or 
                            activities; Loop 1 - Yourself] Has there 
                            been a change in any of the following in 
                            the last several years/since you have known 
                            him/her? 
AD8_D_L2                    [The amount of interest in hobbies or 
                            activities; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] 
                            Has there been a change in any of the 
                            following in the last several years/since 
                            you have known him/her? 
AD8_D_L3                    [The amount of interest in hobbies or 
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                            activities; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] 
                            Has there been a change in any of the 
                            following in the last several years/since 
                            you have known him/her? 
AD8_E_L1                    [The amount of difficulty handling money 
                            matters like balancing a checkbook or 
                            paying bills; Loop 1 - Yourself] Has there 
                            been a change in any of the following in 
                            the last several years/since you have known 
                            him/her? 
AD8_E_L2                    [The amount of difficulty handling money 
                            matters like balancing a checkbook or 
                            paying bills; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] 
                            Has there been a change in any of the 
                            following in the last several years/since 
                            you have known him/her? 
AD8_E_L3                    [The amount of difficulty handling money 
                            matters like balancing a checkbook or 
                            paying bills; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] 
                            Has there been a change in any of the 
                            following in the last several years/since 
                            you have known him/her? 
AD8_F_L1                    [The amount of trouble learning how to use 
                            a tool, appliance or gadget, for example a 
                            TV remote control or microwave; Loop 1 - 
                            Yourself] Has there been a change in any of 
                            the following in the last several 
                            years/since you have known him/her? 
AD8_F_L2                    [The amount of trouble learning how to use 
                            a tool, appliance or gadget, for example a 
                            TV remote control or microwave; Loop 2 - 
                            Selected HH Member] Has there been a change 
                            in any of the following in the last several 
                            years/since you have known him/her? 
AD8_F_L3                    [The amount of trouble learning how to use 
                            a tool, appliance or gadget, for example a 
                            TV remote control or microwave; Loop 3 - 
                            Selected HH Member] Has there been a change 
                            in any of the following in the last several 
                            years/since you have known him/her? 
AD8_G_L1                    [Problems in judgement, for example falling 
                            for scams or buying inappropriate gifts; 
                            Loop 1 - Yourself] Has there been a change 
                            in any of the following in the last several 
                            years/since you have known him/her? 
AD8_G_L2                    [Problems in judgement, for example falling 
                            for scams or buying inappropriate gifts; 
                            Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] Has there been 
                            a change in any of the following in the 
                            last several years/since you have known 
                            him/her? 
AD8_G_L3                    [Problems in judgement, for example falling 
                            for scams or buying inappropriate gifts; 
                            Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] Has there been 
                            a change in any of the following in the 
                            last several years/since you have known 
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                            him/her? 
AD8_H_L1                    [Daily problems with thinking or memory; 
                            Loop 1 - Yourself] Has there been a change 
                            in any of the following in the last several 
                            years/since you have known him/her? 
AD8_H_L2                    [Daily problems with thinking or memory; 
                            Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] Has there been 
                            a change in any of the following in the 
                            last several years/since you have known 
                            him/her? 
AD8_H_L3                    [Daily problems with thinking or memory; 
                            Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] Has there been 
                            a change in any of the following in the 
                            last several years/since you have known 
                            him/her? 
AGE                         Respondent age 
AGE4                        Age - 4 Categories 
AGE7                        Age - 7 Categories 
AGEONSETR_L1                [Loop 1 - Yourself] Did this 
                            difficulty/these difficulties begin before 
                            age 22? 
AGEONSETR_L2                [Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] Did this 
                            difficulty/these difficulties begin before 
                            age 22? 
AGEONSETR_L3                [Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] Did this 
                            difficulty/these difficulties begin before 
                            age 22? 
ANXFREQ_L1                  [Loop 1 - Yourself] How often do you/does 
                            NAME feel worried, nervous or anxious? 
ANXFREQ_L2                  [Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] How often do 
                            you/does NAME feel worried, nervous or 
                            anxious? 
ANXFREQ_L3                  [Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] How often do 
                            you/does NAME feel worried, nervous or 
                            anxious? 
ANXLEVELR_L1                [Loop 1 - Yourself] Thinking about the last 
                            time you/NAME felt worried, nervous or 
                            anxious, how would you/NAME describe the 
                            level of these feelings? 
ANXLEVELR_L2                [Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] Thinking 
                            about the last time you/NAME felt worried, 
                            nervous or anxious, how would you/NAME 
                            describe the level of these feelings? 
ANXLEVELR_L3                [Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] Thinking 
                            about the last time you/NAME felt worried, 
                            nervous or anxious, how would you/NAME 
                            describe the level of these feelings? 
ANXMEDR_L1                  [Loop 1 - Yourself] Do you/Does NAME take 
                            prescription medication for these feelings? 
ANXMEDR_L2                  [Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] Do you/Does 
                            NAME take prescription medication for these 
                            feelings? 
ANXMEDR_L3                  [Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] Do you/Does 
                            NAME take prescription medication for these 
                            feelings? 
CANEV                       Have you ever been told by a doctor or 
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                            other health professional that you had 
                            cancer or a malignancy of any kind? 
COGMEMDIFF_L1               [Loop 1 - Yourself] Do you/Does NAME have 
                            difficulty remembering or concentrating? 
COGMEMDIFF_L2               [Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] Do you/Does 
                            NAME have difficulty remembering or 
                            concentrating? 
COGMEMDIFF_L3               [Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] Do you/Does 
                            NAME have difficulty remembering or 
                            concentrating? 
COMDIFF_L1                  [Loop 1 - Yourself] Using your/their usual 
                            language, do you/does NAME have difficulty 
                            communicating, for example, understanding 
                            or being understood? 
COMDIFF_L2                  [Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] Using 
                            your/their usual language, do you/does NAME 
                            have difficulty communicating, for example, 
                            understanding or being understood? 
COMDIFF_L3                  [Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] Using 
                            your/their usual language, do you/does NAME 
                            have difficulty communicating, for example, 
                            understanding or being understood? 
COMMIT                      Are you willing to commit to doing this? 
CaseId                      Case ID 
DEPFREQR_L1                 [Loop 1 - Yourself] How often do you/does 
                            NAME feel depressed? 
DEPFREQR_L2                 [Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] How often do 
                            you/does NAME feel depressed? 
DEPFREQR_L3                 [Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] How often do 
                            you/does NAME feel depressed? 
DEPLEVELR_L1                [Loop 1 - Yourself] Thinking about the last 
                            time you/NAME felt depressed, how depressed 
                            did you/they feel? 
DEPLEVELR_L2                [Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] Thinking 
                            about the last time you/NAME felt 
                            depressed, how depressed did you/they feel? 
DEPLEVELR_L3                [Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] Thinking 
                            about the last time you/NAME felt 
                            depressed, how depressed did you/they feel? 
DEPMEDR_L1                  [Loop 1 - Yourself] Do you/Does NAME take 
                            prescription medication for depression? 
DEPMEDR_L2                  [Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] Do you/Does 
                            NAME take prescription medication for 
                            depression? 
DEPMEDR_L3                  [Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] Do you/Does 
                            NAME take prescription medication for 
                            depression? 
DIBEV                       Has a doctor or other health professional 
                            ever told you that you had diabetes? 
DIFF_L1                     [Loop 1 - Yourself] Do you/Does NAME have 
                            difficulty walking or climbing steps? 
DIFF_L2                     [Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] Do you/Does 
                            NAME have difficulty walking or climbing 
                            steps? 
DIFF_L3                     [Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] Do you/Does 
                            NAME have difficulty walking or climbing 
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                            steps? 
DISORDER1                   Was there ever a month or more that you 
                            spent a lot of your time getting or using 
                            opioid pain medication? 
DISORDER2                   Did you ever try to set limits on how often 
                            or how much opioid pain medication you 
                            would use? 
DISORDER3                   Did you ever need to use more opioid pain 
                            medication than you used to in order to get 
                            the effect you wanted? 
DISORDER4                   During the past 12 months, did using 
                            prescription pain relievers cause you to 
                            give up or spend less time doing important 
                            activities such as working, going to 
                            school, taking care of children, or doing 
                            fun things? 
DOV_DISABILITY_L1           [Loop 1 - Yourself] DATA ONLY: Creates 
                            Disability Flag for 1 'Yes' Answer in 
                            LASERIES 
DOV_DISABILITY_L2           [Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] DATA ONLY: 
                            Creates Disability Flag for 1 'Yes' Answer 
                            in LASERIES 
DOV_DISABILITY_L3           [Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] DATA ONLY: 
                            Creates Disability Flag for 1 'Yes' Answer 
                            in LASERIES 
DOV_LA_SUM_L1               [Loop 1 - Yourself] DATA ONLY: Computes sum 
                            of 'Yes' answers in LASERIES 
DOV_LA_SUM_L2               [Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] DATA ONLY: 
                            Computes sum of 'Yes' answers in LASERIES 
DOV_LA_SUM_L3               [Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] DATA ONLY: 
                            Computes sum of 'Yes' answers in LASERIES 
DOV_LOOP_AGER1              [Loop 1 - Yourself] DATA ONLY: Holds value 
                            of HH Member Age in Loop 
DOV_LOOP_AGER2              [Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] DATA ONLY: 
                            Holds value of HH Member Age in Loop 
DOV_LOOP_AGER3              [Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] DATA ONLY: 
                            Holds value of HH Member Age in Loop 
DOV_LOOP_FLAADLR1           [Loop 1 - Yourself] DATA ONLY: Holds 
                            whether HH Member is selected for LASERIES 
DOV_LOOP_FLAADLR2           [Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] DATA ONLY: 
                            Holds whether HH Member is selected for 
                            LASERIES 
DOV_LOOP_FLAADLR3           [Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] DATA ONLY: 
                            Holds whether HH Member is selected for 
                            LASERIES 
DOV_LOOP_GENDERR1           [Loop 1 - Yourself] DATA ONLY: Holds value 
                            of HH Member Gender in Loop 
DOV_LOOP_GENDERR2           [Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] DATA ONLY: 
                            Holds value of HH Member Gender in Loop 
DOV_LOOP_GENDERR3           [Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] DATA ONLY: 
                            Holds value of HH Member Gender in Loop 
DOV_LOOP_RELATR1            [Loop 1 - Yourself] DATA ONLY: Holds value 
                            of HH Member Relationship in Loop 
DOV_LOOP_RELATR2            [Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] DATA ONLY: 
                            Holds value of HH Member Relationship in 
                            Loop 
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DOV_LOOP_RELATR3            [Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] DATA ONLY: 
                            Holds value of HH Member Relationship in 
                            Loop 
DOV_ROSTER_COUNT            DATA ONLY: Count of the Number of Completed 
                            Qualifying Rows 
DOV_ROSTER_ROWR1            [Loop 1 - Yourself] DATA ONLY: Holds value 
                            of loop iteration displayed 
DOV_ROSTER_ROWR2            [Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] DATA ONLY: 
                            Holds value of loop iteration displayed 
DOV_ROSTER_ROWR3            [Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] DATA ONLY: 
                            Holds value of loop iteration displayed 
DOV_SELECT                  DATA ONLY: Determines the Number of Loops 
                            to be Executed for a Maximum of 3 Loops 
EDUC                        Education (Highest Degree Received) 
EDUC4                       4-level education 
EMPLOY                      Current Employment Status 
FLAADL_1                    [HH Member - Row 1 - Yourself] Because of a 
                            physical, mental, or emotional problem, do 
                            you or any of the following individuals 
                            need the help of other people with personal 
                            care needs, such as? 
FLAADL_10                   [HH Member - Row 10] Because of a physical, 
                            mental, or emotional problem, do you or any 
                            of the following individuals need the help 
                            of other people with personal care needs, 
                            such as? 
FLAADL_11                   [None of the above] Because of a physical, 
                            mental, or emotional problem, do you or any 
                            of the following individuals need the help 
                            of other people with personal care needs, 
                            such as? 
FLAADL_2                    [HH Member - Row 2] Because of a physical, 
                            mental, or emotional problem, do you or any 
                            of the following individuals need the help 
                            of other people with personal care needs, 
                            such as? 
FLAADL_3                    [HH Member - Row 3] Because of a physical, 
                            mental, or emotional problem, do you or any 
                            of the following individuals need the help 
                            of other people with personal care needs, 
                            such as? 
FLAADL_4                    [HH Member - Row 4] Because of a physical, 
                            mental, or emotional problem, do you or any 
                            of the following individuals need the help 
                            of other people with personal care needs, 
                            such as? 
FLAADL_5                    [HH Member - Row 5] Because of a physical, 
                            mental, or emotional problem, do you or any 
                            of the following individuals need the help 
                            of other people with personal care needs, 
                            such as? 
FLAADL_6                    [HH Member - Row 6] Because of a physical, 
                            mental, or emotional problem, do you or any 
                            of the following individuals need the help 
                            of other people with personal care needs, 
                            such as? 
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FLAADL_7                    [HH Member - Row 7] Because of a physical, 
                            mental, or emotional problem, do you or any 
                            of the following individuals need the help 
                            of other people with personal care needs, 
                            such as? 
FLAADL_8                    [HH Member - Row 8] Because of a physical, 
                            mental, or emotional problem, do you or any 
                            of the following individuals need the help 
                            of other people with personal care needs, 
                            such as? 
FLAADL_9                    [HH Member - Row 9] Because of a physical, 
                            mental, or emotional problem, do you or any 
                            of the following individuals need the help 
                            of other people with personal care needs, 
                            such as? 
FLAADL_DK                   [DON'T KNOW] Because of a physical, mental, 
                            or emotional problem, do you or any of the 
                            following individuals need the help of 
                            other people with personal care needs, such 
                            as? 
FLAADL_REF                  [REFUSED] Because of a physical, mental, or 
                            emotional problem, do you or any of the 
                            following individuals need the help of 
                            other people with personal care needs, such 
                            as? 
FLAADL_SKP                  [SKIPPED ON WEB] Because of a physical, 
                            mental, or emotional problem, do you or any 
                            of the following individuals need the help 
                            of other people with personal care needs, 
                            such as? 
GENDER                      Respondent gender 
GESDIB                      Has a doctor or other health professional 
                            ever told you that you had gestational 
                            diabetes, a type of diabetes that occurs 
                            only during pregnancy? 
HEIGHTIN_FT                 [Feet] How tall are you without shoes? 
HEIGHTIN_IN                 [Inches] How tall are you without shoes? 
HH01                        Number of HH members age 0-1 
HH1317                      Number of HH members age 13-17 
HH18OV                      Number of HH members age 18+ 
HH25                        Number of HH members age 2-5 
HH612                       Number of HH members age 6-12 
HHSIZE                      Household size (including children) 
HOME_TYPE                   Type of building of panelists' residence 
HOUSING                     Home Ownership 
INCOME                      Household Income 
INTERNET                    HH internet access via dial-up, DSL, or 
                            cable broadband at home 
LABATH_L1                   [Bathing or showering; Loop 1 - Yourself] 
                            Do you/Does NAME need help of other persons 
                            with? 
LABATH_L2                   [Bathing or showering; Loop 2 - Selected HH 
                            Member] Do you/Does NAME need help of other 
                            persons with? 
LABATH_L3                   [Bathing or showering; Loop 3 - Selected HH 
                            Member] Do you/Does NAME need help of other 
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                            persons with? 
LABED_L1                    [Getting in or out of bed or chairs; Loop 1 
                            - Yourself] Do you/Does NAME need help of 
                            other persons with? 
LABED_L2                    [Getting in or out of bed or chairs; Loop 2 
                            - Selected HH Member] Do you/Does NAME need 
                            help of other persons with? 
LABED_L3                    [Getting in or out of bed or chairs; Loop 3 
                            - Selected HH Member] Do you/Does NAME need 
                            help of other persons with? 
LADRESS_L1                  [Dressing; Loop 1 - Yourself] Do you/Does 
                            NAME need help of other persons with? 
LADRESS_L2                  [Dressing; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] Do 
                            you/Does NAME need help of other persons 
                            with? 
LADRESS_L3                  [Dressing; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] Do 
                            you/Does NAME need help of other persons 
                            with? 
LAEAT_L1                    [Eating; Loop 1 - Yourself] Do you/Does 
                            NAME need help of other persons with? 
LAEAT_L2                    [Eating; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] Do 
                            you/Does NAME need help of other persons 
                            with? 
LAEAT_L3                    [Eating; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] Do 
                            you/Does NAME need help of other persons 
                            with? 
LAHOME_L1                   [Getting around inside the home; Loop 1 - 
                            Yourself] Do you/Does NAME need help of 
                            other persons with? 
LAHOME_L2                   [Getting around inside the home; Loop 2 - 
                            Selected HH Member] Do you/Does NAME need 
                            help of other persons with? 
LAHOME_L3                   [Getting around inside the home; Loop 3 - 
                            Selected HH Member] Do you/Does NAME need 
                            help of other persons with? 
LATOIL_L1                   [Using the toilet, including getting to the 
                            toilet; Loop 1 - Yourself] Do you/Does NAME 
                            need help of other persons with? 
LATOIL_L2                   [Using the toilet, including getting to the 
                            toilet; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] Do 
                            you/Does NAME need help of other persons 
                            with? 
LATOIL_L3                   [Using the toilet, including getting to the 
                            toilet; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] Do 
                            you/Does NAME need help of other persons 
                            with? 
LEARNDFF_L1                 [Loop 1 - Yourself] Do you/Does NAME have 
                            difficulty learning how to do things most 
                            people your/their age can learn? 
LEARNDFF_L2                 [Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] Do you/Does 
                            NAME have difficulty learning how to do 
                            things most people your/their age can learn? 
LEARNDFF_L3                 [Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] Do you/Does 
                            NAME have difficulty learning how to do 
                            things most people your/their age can learn? 
MARITAL                     Marital Status 
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METRO                       Metropolitan area flag 
MISUSE                      Have you ever, even once, used any 
                            prescription pain reliever in any way a 
                            doctor did not direct you to use it? 
OPD12M                      During the past 12 months, have you taken 
                            any opioid pain relievers prescribed by a 
                            doctor, dentist, or other health 
                            professional? 
OPIOID1                     Have you ever, in your entire life, taken 
                            opioid pain medication prescribed by a 
                            doctor or dentist for any kind of injury, 
                            surgery, or chronic condition? 
OPIOID11_1                  [There was no longer a medical reason to 
                            take them] Did you stop taking the opioid 
                            pain medication because? 
OPIOID11_2                  [They were not helping] Did you stop taking 
                            the opioid pain medication because? 
OPIOID11_3                  [You could no longer get a prescription] 
                            Did you stop taking the opioid pain 
                            medication because? 
OPIOID11_4                  [You were worried about becoming addicted] 
                            Did you stop taking the opioid pain 
                            medication because? 
OPIOID11_5                  [You were addicted and wanted to quit] Did 
                            you stop taking the opioid pain medication 
                            because? 
OPIOID11_6                  [Other, please specify:] Did you stop 
                            taking the opioid pain medication because? 
OPIOID11_DK                 [DON'T KNOW] Did you stop taking the opioid 
                            pain medication because? 
OPIOID11_REF                [REFUSED] Did you stop taking the opioid 
                            pain medication because? 
OPIOID11_SKP                [SKIPPED ON WEB] Did you stop taking the 
                            opioid pain medication because? 
OPIOID12                    In the past 12 months, have you had any 
                            opioid pain medicine left over from a 
                            prescription? 
OPIOID13                    What did you do with the leftover medicine? 
OPIOID14                    About how often in the past 12 months did 
                            you take pain medicine more frequently or 
                            in higher doses than was prescribed to you? 
OPIOID15_1                  [To help with pain] What were the reasons 
                            you used the pain medicine more frequently 
                            or in higher doses than was prescribed? 
OPIOID15_2                  [To help with an injury or pain for which I 
                            never had a prescription] What were the 
                            reasons you used the pain medicine more 
                            frequently or in higher doses than was 
                            prescribed? 
OPIOID15_3                  [To get high] What were the reasons you 
                            used the pain medicine more frequently or 
                            in higher doses than was prescribed? 
OPIOID15_4                  [Because I am dependent on them and need to 
                            have them] What were the reasons you used 
                            the pain medicine more frequently or in 
                            higher doses than was prescribed? 
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OPIOID15_5                  [To help with my energy level] What were 
                            the reasons you used the pain medicine more 
                            frequently or in higher doses than was 
                            prescribed? 
OPIOID15_6                  [Because of suicidal thoughts] What were 
                            the reasons you used the pain medicine more 
                            frequently or in higher doses than was 
                            prescribed? 
OPIOID15_7                  [Other reasons not already listed (please 
                            specify):] What were the reasons you used 
                            the pain medicine more frequently or in 
                            higher doses than was prescribed? 
OPIOID15_DK                 [DON'T KNOW] What were the reasons you used 
                            the pain medicine more frequently or in 
                            higher doses than was prescribed? 
OPIOID15_REF                [REFUSED] What were the reasons you used 
                            the pain medicine more frequently or in 
                            higher doses than was prescribed? 
OPIOID15_SKP                [SKIPPED ON WEB] What were the reasons you 
                            used the pain medicine more frequently or 
                            in higher doses than was prescribed? 
OPIOID16                    Have you ever in your life taken someone 
                            else's opioid medication? 
OPIOID17                    About how often in the past 12 months did 
                            you take prescription pain relievers not 
                            prescribed to you? 
OPIOID18_1                  [Because I ran out of my prescription] What 
                            were the reasons you used opioid pain 
                            medication not prescribed to you? 
OPIOID18_2                  [To help with an injury or pain for which I 
                            never had a prescription] What were the 
                            reasons you used opioid pain medication not 
                            prescribed to you? 
OPIOID18_3                  [To get high] What were the reasons you 
                            used opioid pain medication not prescribed 
                            to you? 
OPIOID18_4                  [Because I am dependent on them and need to 
                            have them] What were the reasons you used 
                            opioid pain medication not prescribed to 
                            you? 
OPIOID18_5                  [To help with my energy level] What were 
                            the reasons you used opioid pain medication 
                            not prescribed to you? 
OPIOID18_6                  [Because of suicidal thoughts] What were 
                            the reasons you used opioid pain medication 
                            not prescribed to you? 
OPIOID18_7                  [Other reasons not already listed (please 
                            specify):] What were the reasons you used 
                            opioid pain medication not prescribed to 
                            you? 
OPIOID18_DK                 [DON'T KNOW] What were the reasons you used 
                            opioid pain medication not prescribed to 
                            you? 
OPIOID18_REF                [REFUSED] What were the reasons you used 
                            opioid pain medication not prescribed to 
                            you? 
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OPIOID18_SKP                [SKIPPED ON WEB] What were the reasons you 
                            used opioid pain medication not prescribed 
                            to you? 
OPIOID19                    Have you ever experienced withdrawal 
                            symptoms or had trouble getting off an 
                            opioid? 
OPIOID20                    Did you experience these withdrawal 
                            symptoms or have trouble getting off an 
                            opioid in the last 12 months? 
OPIOID3                     Are you still taking any of these? 
OPIOID4                     About how long have you been taking opioid 
                            pain medication? 
OPIOID5                     Have you ever taken opioids temporarily in 
                            the past to recover from an injury or 
                            surgery? 
OPIOID6                     Was there a time when you were in so much 
                            pain that you needed to take more 
                            medication than was prescribed to help 
                            relieve your pain? 
OPIOID7                     How concerned would you be to lose access 
                            to your medication? 
OPIOID8_1                   [Have intolerable pain] If you stopped 
                            taking your medication, do you believe that 
                            you would? 
OPIOID8_2                   [Be unable to sleep] If you stopped taking 
                            your medication, do you believe that you 
                            would? 
OPIOID8_3                   [Go through withdrawal] If you stopped 
                            taking your medication, do you believe that 
                            you would? 
OPIOID8_4                   [Other, please specify:] If you stopped 
                            taking your medication, do you believe that 
                            you would? 
OPIOID8_DK                  [DON'T KNOW] If you stopped taking your 
                            medication, do you believe that you would? 
OPIOID8_REF                 [REFUSED] If you stopped taking your 
                            medication, do you believe that you would? 
OPIOID8_SKP                 [SKIPPED ON WEB] If you stopped taking your 
                            medication, do you believe that you would? 
OPIOID9                     Are you concerned that you may be addicted 
                            to opioids? 
PAIAMNT                     Thinking about the last time you had pain, 
                            how much pain did you have? 
PAIFRQ3M                    In the past three months, how often did you 
                            have pain? 
PART1                       About how often do you spend time with 
                            family or friends? 
PART2                       About how often do you get out of the house 
                            for fun, for example, to see a movie, to 
                            play or watch a game, or to visit a friend? 
PART3                       About how often do you get out of the house 
                            for work, including paid work and volunteer 
                            work? 
PART4                       About how often do you run errands, such as 
                            shopping or going to doctor appointments? 
PHONESERVICE                Telephone service for the household 
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PHSTAT                      Would you say your health in general is 
                            excellent, very good, good, fair, or poor? 
PREDIB                      Has a doctor or other health professional 
                            ever told you that you had prediabetes or 
                            borderline diabetes? 
PROBE_AD8CONC_L1            [Loop 1 - Yourself] How concerned are you 
                            with these changes? 
PROBE_AD8CONC_L2            [Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] How concerned 
                            are you with these changes? 
PROBE_AD8CONC_L3            [Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] How concerned 
                            are you with these changes? 
PROBE_AD8IMPC_L1            [Loop 1 - Yourself] How much of an impact 
                            do you think these changes have on 
                            your/NAME's daily life? 
PROBE_AD8IMPC_L2            [Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] How much of 
                            an impact do you think these changes have 
                            on your/NAME's daily life? 
PROBE_AD8IMPC_L3            [Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] How much of 
                            an impact do you think these changes have 
                            on your/NAME's daily life? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L1_1    [Difficulty seeing; Loop 1 - Yourself] Why 
                            do you/does NAME have difficulty doing 
                            errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L1_10   [Lack of mobility equipment; Loop 1 - 
                            Yourself] Why do you/does NAME have 
                            difficulty doing errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L1_11   [Lack of available transportation; Loop 1 - 
                            Yourself] Why do you/does NAME have 
                            difficulty doing errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L1_12   [Other, please specify:; Loop 1 - Yourself] 
                            Why do you/does NAME have difficulty doing 
                            errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L1_2    [Difficulty hearing; Loop 1 - Yourself] Why 
                            do you/does NAME have difficulty doing 
                            errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L1_3    [Difficulty remembering or concentrating; 
                            Loop 1 - Yourself] Why do you/does NAME 
                            have difficulty doing errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L1_4    [Difficulty understanding or being 
                            understood; Loop 1 - Yourself] Why do 
                            you/does NAME have difficulty doing errands 
                            alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L1_5    [Difficulty learning; Loop 1 - Yourself] 
                            Why do you/does NAME have difficulty doing 
                            errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L1_6    [Difficulty moving around; Loop 1 - 
                            Yourself] Why do you/does NAME have 
                            difficulty doing errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L1_7    [Difficulty reaching, stretching, carrying, 
                            or gripping; Loop 1 - Yourself] Why do 
                            you/does NAME have difficulty doing errands 
                            alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L1_8    [Lack of self-confidence or attitudes of 
                            others; Loop 1 - Yourself] Why do you/does 
                            NAME have difficulty doing errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L1_9    [Feeling anxious or nervous; Loop 1 - 
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                            Yourself] Why do you/does NAME have 
                            difficulty doing errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L1_DK   [DON'T KNOW; Loop 1 - Yourself] Why do 
                            you/does NAME have difficulty doing errands 
                            alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L1_REF  [REFUSED; Loop 1 - Yourself] Why do 
                            you/does NAME have difficulty doing errands 
                            alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L1_SKP  [SKIPPED ON WEB; Loop 1 - Yourself] Why do 
                            you/does NAME have difficulty doing errands 
                            alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L2_1    [Difficulty seeing; Loop 2 - Selected HH 
                            Member] Why do you/does NAME have 
                            difficulty doing errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L2_10   [Lack of mobility equipment; Loop 2 - 
                            Selected HH Member] Why do you/does NAME 
                            have difficulty doing errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L2_11   [Lack of available transportation; Loop 2 - 
                            Selected HH Member] Why do you/does NAME 
                            have difficulty doing errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L2_12   [Other, please specify:; Loop 2 - Selected 
                            HH Member] Why do you/does NAME have 
                            difficulty doing errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L2_2    [Difficulty hearing; Loop 2 - Selected HH 
                            Member] Why do you/does NAME have 
                            difficulty doing errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L2_3    [Difficulty remembering or concentrating; 
                            Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] Why do 
                            you/does NAME have difficulty doing errands 
                            alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L2_4    [Difficulty understanding or being 
                            understood; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] 
                            Why do you/does NAME have difficulty doing 
                            errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L2_5    [Difficulty learning; Loop 2 - Selected HH 
                            Member] Why do you/does NAME have 
                            difficulty doing errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L2_6    [Difficulty moving around; Loop 2 - 
                            Selected HH Member] Why do you/does NAME 
                            have difficulty doing errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L2_7    [Difficulty reaching, stretching, carrying, 
                            or gripping; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] 
                            Why do you/does NAME have difficulty doing 
                            errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L2_8    [Lack of self-confidence or attitudes of 
                            others; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] Why do 
                            you/does NAME have difficulty doing errands 
                            alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L2_9    [Feeling anxious or nervous; Loop 2 - 
                            Selected HH Member] Why do you/does NAME 
                            have difficulty doing errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L2_DK   [DON'T KNOW; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] 
                            Why do you/does NAME have difficulty doing 
                            errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L2_REF  [REFUSED; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] Why 
                            do you/does NAME have difficulty doing 
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                            errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L2_SKP  [SKIPPED ON WEB; Loop 2 - Selected HH 
                            Member] Why do you/does NAME have 
                            difficulty doing errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L3_1    [Difficulty seeing; Loop 3 - Selected HH 
                            Member] Why do you/does NAME have 
                            difficulty doing errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L3_10   [Lack of mobility equipment; Loop 3 - 
                            Selected HH Member] Why do you/does NAME 
                            have difficulty doing errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L3_11   [Lack of available transportation; Loop 3 - 
                            Selected HH Member] Why do you/does NAME 
                            have difficulty doing errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L3_12   [Other, please specify:; Loop 3 - Selected 
                            HH Member] Why do you/does NAME have 
                            difficulty doing errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L3_2    [Difficulty hearing; Loop 3 - Selected HH 
                            Member] Why do you/does NAME have 
                            difficulty doing errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L3_3    [Difficulty remembering or concentrating; 
                            Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] Why do 
                            you/does NAME have difficulty doing errands 
                            alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L3_4    [Difficulty understanding or being 
                            understood; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] 
                            Why do you/does NAME have difficulty doing 
                            errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L3_5    [Difficulty learning; Loop 3 - Selected HH 
                            Member] Why do you/does NAME have 
                            difficulty doing errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L3_6    [Difficulty moving around; Loop 3 - 
                            Selected HH Member] Why do you/does NAME 
                            have difficulty doing errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L3_7    [Difficulty reaching, stretching, carrying, 
                            or gripping; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] 
                            Why do you/does NAME have difficulty doing 
                            errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L3_8    [Lack of self-confidence or attitudes of 
                            others; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] Why do 
                            you/does NAME have difficulty doing errands 
                            alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L3_9    [Feeling anxious or nervous; Loop 3 - 
                            Selected HH Member] Why do you/does NAME 
                            have difficulty doing errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L3_DK   [DON'T KNOW; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] 
                            Why do you/does NAME have difficulty doing 
                            errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L3_REF  [REFUSED; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] Why 
                            do you/does NAME have difficulty doing 
                            errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L3_SKP  [SKIPPED ON WEB; Loop 3 - Selected HH 
                            Member] Why do you/does NAME have 
                            difficulty doing errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L1_1      [Difficulty seeing; Loop 1 - Yourself] Why 
                            do you/does NAME have difficulty doing 
                            errands alone? 
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PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L1_10     [Lack of mobility equipment; Loop 1 - 
                            Yourself] Why do you/does NAME have 
                            difficulty doing errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L1_11     [Lack of available transportation; Loop 1 - 
                            Yourself] Why do you/does NAME have 
                            difficulty doing errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L1_12     [Other, please specify: Loop 1 - Yourself] 
                            Why do you/does NAME have difficulty doing 
                            errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L1_2      [Difficulty hearing; Loop 1 - Yourself] Why 
                            do you/does NAME have difficulty doing 
                            errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L1_3      [Difficulty remembering or concentrating; 
                            Loop 1 - Yourself] Why do you/does NAME 
                            have difficulty doing errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L1_4      [Difficulty understanding or being 
                            understood; Loop 1 - Yourself] Why do 
                            you/does NAME have difficulty doing errands 
                            alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L1_5      [Difficulty learning; Loop 1 - Yourself] 
                            Why do you/does NAME have difficulty doing 
                            errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L1_6      [Difficulty moving around; Loop 1 - 
                            Yourself] Why do you/does NAME have 
                            difficulty doing errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L1_7      [Difficulty reaching, stretching, carrying, 
                            or gripping; Loop 1 - Yourself] Why do 
                            you/does NAME have difficulty doing errands 
                            alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L1_8      [Lack of self-confidence or attitudes of 
                            others; Loop 1 - Yourself] Why do you/does 
                            NAME have difficulty doing errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L1_9      [Feeling anxious or nervous; Loop 1 - 
                            Yourself] Why do you/does NAME have 
                            difficulty doing errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L1_DK     [DON'T KNOW; Loop 1 - Yourself] Why do 
                            you/does NAME have difficulty doing errands 
                            alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L1_REF    [REFUSED; Loop 1 - Yourself] Why do 
                            you/does NAME have difficulty doing errands 
                            alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L1_SKP    [SKIPPED ON WEB; Loop 1 - Yourself] Why do 
                            you/does NAME have difficulty doing errands 
                            alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L2_1      [Difficulty seeing; Loop 2 - Selected HH 
                            Member] Why do you/does NAME have 
                            difficulty doing errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L2_10     [Lack of mobility equipment; Loop 2 - 
                            Selected HH Member] Why do you/does NAME 
                            have difficulty doing errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L2_11     [Lack of available transportation; Loop 2 - 
                            Selected HH Member] Why do you/does NAME 
                            have difficulty doing errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L2_12     [Other, please specify: Loop 2 - Selected 
                            HH Member] Why do you/does NAME have 
                            difficulty doing errands alone? 
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PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L2_2      [Difficulty hearing; Loop 2 - Selected HH 
                            Member] Why do you/does NAME have 
                            difficulty doing errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L2_3      [Difficulty remembering or concentrating; 
                            Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] Why do 
                            you/does NAME have difficulty doing errands 
                            alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L2_4      [Difficulty understanding or being 
                            understood; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] 
                            Why do you/does NAME have difficulty doing 
                            errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L2_5      [Difficulty learning; Loop 2 - Selected HH 
                            Member] Why do you/does NAME have 
                            difficulty doing errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L2_6      [Difficulty moving around; Loop 2 - 
                            Selected HH Member] Why do you/does NAME 
                            have difficulty doing errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L2_7      [Difficulty reaching, stretching, carrying, 
                            or gripping; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] 
                            Why do you/does NAME have difficulty doing 
                            errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L2_8      [Lack of self-confidence or attitudes of 
                            others; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] Why do 
                            you/does NAME have difficulty doing errands 
                            alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L2_9      [Feeling anxious or nervous; Loop 2 - 
                            Selected HH Member] Why do you/does NAME 
                            have difficulty doing errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L2_DK     [DON'T KNOW; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] 
                            Why do you/does NAME have difficulty doing 
                            errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L2_REF    [REFUSED; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] Why 
                            do you/does NAME have difficulty doing 
                            errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L2_SKP    [SKIPPED ON WEB; Loop 2 - Selected HH 
                            Member] Why do you/does NAME have 
                            difficulty doing errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L3_1      [Difficulty seeing; Loop 3 - Selected HH 
                            Member] Why do you/does NAME have 
                            difficulty doing errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L3_10     [Lack of mobility equipment; Loop 3 - 
                            Selected HH Member] Why do you/does NAME 
                            have difficulty doing errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L3_11     [Lack of available transportation; Loop 3 - 
                            Selected HH Member] Why do you/does NAME 
                            have difficulty doing errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L3_12     [Other, please specify: Loop 3 - Selected 
                            HH Member] Why do you/does NAME have 
                            difficulty doing errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L3_2      [Difficulty hearing; Loop 3 - Selected HH 
                            Member] Why do you/does NAME have 
                            difficulty doing errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L3_3      [Difficulty remembering or concentrating; 
                            Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] Why do 
                            you/does NAME have difficulty doing errands 
                            alone? 
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PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L3_4      [Difficulty understanding or being 
                            understood; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] 
                            Why do you/does NAME have difficulty doing 
                            errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L3_5      [Difficulty learning; Loop 3 - Selected HH 
                            Member] Why do you/does NAME have 
                            difficulty doing errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L3_6      [Difficulty moving around; Loop 3 - 
                            Selected HH Member] Why do you/does NAME 
                            have difficulty doing errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L3_7      [Difficulty reaching, stretching, carrying, 
                            or gripping; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] 
                            Why do you/does NAME have difficulty doing 
                            errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L3_8      [Lack of self-confidence or attitudes of 
                            others; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] Why do 
                            you/does NAME have difficulty doing errands 
                            alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L3_9      [Feeling anxious or nervous; Loop 3 - 
                            Selected HH Member] Why do you/does NAME 
                            have difficulty doing errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L3_DK     [DON'T KNOW; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] 
                            Why do you/does NAME have difficulty doing 
                            errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L3_REF    [REFUSED; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] Why 
                            do you/does NAME have difficulty doing 
                            errands alone? 
PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L3_SKP    [SKIPPED ON WEB; Loop 3 - Selected HH 
                            Member] Why do you/does NAME have 
                            difficulty doing errands alone? 
PROBE_INDEV_1               [HH Member - Row 1 - Yourself] Has a doctor 
                            or other health professional ever told you 
                            or any of the following individuals that 
                            you or they have an intellectual or 
                            developmental disability? 
PROBE_INDEV_10              [HH Member - Row 10] Has a doctor or other 
                            health professional ever told you or any of 
                            the following individuals that you or they 
                            have an intellectual or developmental 
                            disability? 
PROBE_INDEV_11              [None of the above] Has a doctor or other 
                            health professional ever told you or any of 
                            the following individuals that you or they 
                            have an intellectual or developmental 
                            disability? 
PROBE_INDEV_2               [HH Member - Row 2] Has a doctor or other 
                            health professional ever told you or any of 
                            the following individuals that you or they 
                            have an intellectual or developmental 
                            disability? 
PROBE_INDEV_3               [HH Member - Row 3] Has a doctor or other 
                            health professional ever told you or any of 
                            the following individuals that you or they 
                            have an intellectual or developmental 
                            disability? 
PROBE_INDEV_4               [HH Member - Row 4] Has a doctor or other 
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                            health professional ever told you or any of 
                            the following individuals that you or they 
                            have an intellectual or developmental 
                            disability? 
PROBE_INDEV_5               [HH Member - Row 5] Has a doctor or other 
                            health professional ever told you or any of 
                            the following individuals that you or they 
                            have an intellectual or developmental 
                            disability? 
PROBE_INDEV_6               [HH Member - Row 6] Has a doctor or other 
                            health professional ever told you or any of 
                            the following individuals that you or they 
                            have an intellectual or developmental 
                            disability? 
PROBE_INDEV_7               [HH Member - Row 7] Has a doctor or other 
                            health professional ever told you or any of 
                            the following individuals that you or they 
                            have an intellectual or developmental 
                            disability? 
PROBE_INDEV_8               [HH Member - Row 8] Has a doctor or other 
                            health professional ever told you or any of 
                            the following individuals that you or they 
                            have an intellectual or developmental 
                            disability? 
PROBE_INDEV_9               [HH Member - Row 9] Has a doctor or other 
                            health professional ever told you or any of 
                            the following individuals that you or they 
                            have an intellectual or developmental 
                            disability? 
PROBE_INDEV_DK              [DON'T KNOW] Has a doctor or other health 
                            professional ever told you or any of the 
                            following individuals that you or they have 
                            an intellectual or developmental disability? 
PROBE_INDEV_REF             [REFUSED] Has a doctor or other health 
                            professional ever told you or any of the 
                            following individuals that you or they have 
                            an intellectual or developmental disability? 
PROBE_INDEV_SKP             [SKIPPED ON WEB] Has a doctor or other 
                            health professional ever told you or any of 
                            the following individuals that you or they 
                            have an intellectual or developmental 
                            disability? 
PROBE_LEARNWHY_CATI_L1_1    [Your/NAME's ability to learn in school or 
                            college; Loop 1 - Yourself] When you 
                            answered the previous question about 
                            difficulty learning how [?], which of the 
                            following were you thinking about? 
PROBE_LEARNWHY_CATI_L1_2    [Your/NAME's ability to learn new tasks at 
                            my/their work or job; Loop 1 - Yourself] 
                            When you answered the previous question 
                            about difficulty learning how [?], which of 
                            the following were you thinking about? 
PROBE_LEARNWHY_CATI_L1_3    [Your/NAME's ability to learn how to 
                            perform day-to-day tasks around home; Loop 
                            1 - Yourself] When you answered the 
                            previous question about difficulty learning 
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                            how [?], which of the following were you 
                            thinking about? 
PROBE_LEARNWHY_CATI_L1_4    [Your/NAME's ability to learn a new hobby; 
                            Loop 1 - Yourself] When you answered the 
                            previous question about difficulty learning 
                            how [?], which of the following were you 
                            thinking about? 
PROBE_LEARNWHY_CATI_L1_5    [Your/NAME's ability to learn how to use 
                            new technology; Loop 1 - Yourself] When you 
                            answered the previous question about 
                            difficulty learning how [?], which of the 
                            following were you thinking about? 
PROBE_LEARNWHY_CATI_L1_6    [Some other difficulty learning, please 
                            specify:; Loop 1 - Yourself] When you 
                            answered the previous question about 
                            difficulty learning how [?], which of the 
                            following were you thinking about? 
PROBE_LEARNWHY_CATI_L1_DK   [DON'T KNOW; Loop 1 - Yourself] When you 
                            answered the previous question about 
                            difficulty learning how [?], which of the 
                            following were you thinking about? 
PROBE_LEARNWHY_CATI_L1_REF  [REFUSED; Loop 1 - Yourself] When you 
                            answered the previous question about 
                            difficulty learning how [?], which of the 
                            following were you thinking about? 
PROBE_LEARNWHY_CATI_L1_SKP  [SKIPPED ON WEB; Loop 1 - Yourself] When 
                            you answered the previous question about 
                            difficulty learning how [?], which of the 
                            following were you thinking about? 
PROBE_LEARNWHY_CATI_L2_1    [Your/NAME's ability to learn in school or 
                            college; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] When 
                            you answered the previous question about 
                            difficulty learning how [?], which of the 
                            following were you thinking about? 
PROBE_LEARNWHY_CATI_L2_2    [Your/NAME's ability to learn new tasks at 
                            my/their work or job; Loop 2 - Selected HH 
                            Member] When you answered the previous 
                            question about difficulty learning how [?], 
                            which of the following were you thinking 
                            about? 
PROBE_LEARNWHY_CATI_L2_3    [Your/NAME's ability to learn how to 
                            perform day-to-day tasks around home; Loop 
                            2 - Selected HH Member] When you answered 
                            the previous question about difficulty 
                            learning how [?], which of the following 
                            were you thinking about? 
PROBE_LEARNWHY_CATI_L2_4    [Your/NAME's ability to learn a new hobby; 
                            Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] When you 
                            answered the previous question about 
                            difficulty learning how [?], which of the 
                            following were you thinking about? 
PROBE_LEARNWHY_CATI_L2_5    [Your/NAME's ability to learn how to use 
                            new technology; Loop 2 - Selected HH 
                            Member] When you answered the previous 
                            question about difficulty learning how [?], 
                            which of the following were you thinking 
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                            about? 
PROBE_LEARNWHY_CATI_L2_6    [Some other difficulty learning, please 
                            specify:; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] When 
                            you answered the previous question about 
                            difficulty learning how [?], which of the 
                            following were you thinking about? 
PROBE_LEARNWHY_CATI_L2_DK   [DON'T KNOW; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] 
                            When you answered the previous question 
                            about difficulty learning how [?], which of 
                            the following were you thinking about? 
PROBE_LEARNWHY_CATI_L2_REF  [REFUSED; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] When 
                            you answered the previous question about 
                            difficulty learning how [?], which of the 
                            following were you thinking about? 
PROBE_LEARNWHY_CATI_L2_SKP  [SKIPPED ON WEB; Loop 2 - Selected HH 
                            Member] When you answered the previous 
                            question about difficulty learning how [?], 
                            which of the following were you thinking 
                            about? 
PROBE_LEARNWHY_CATI_L3_1    [Your/NAME's ability to learn in school or 
                            college; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] When 
                            you answered the previous question about 
                            difficulty learning how [?], which of the 
                            following were you thinking about? 
PROBE_LEARNWHY_CATI_L3_2    [Your/NAME's ability to learn new tasks at 
                            my/their work or job; Loop 3 - Selected HH 
                            Member] When you answered the previous 
                            question about difficulty learning how [?], 
                            which of the following were you thinking 
                            about? 
PROBE_LEARNWHY_CATI_L3_3    [Your/NAME's ability to learn how to 
                            perform day-to-day tasks around home; Loop 
                            3 - Selected HH Member] When you answered 
                            the previous question about difficulty 
                            learning how [?], which of the following 
                            were you thinking about? 
PROBE_LEARNWHY_CATI_L3_4    [Your/NAME's ability to learn a new hobby; 
                            Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] When you 
                            answered the previous question about 
                            difficulty learning how [?], which of the 
                            following were you thinking about? 
PROBE_LEARNWHY_CATI_L3_5    [Your/NAME's ability to learn how to use 
                            new technology; Loop 3 - Selected HH 
                            Member] When you answered the previous 
                            question about difficulty learning how [?], 
                            which of the following were you thinking 
                            about? 
PROBE_LEARNWHY_CATI_L3_6    [Some other difficulty learning, please 
                            specify:; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] When 
                            you answered the previous question about 
                            difficulty learning how [?], which of the 
                            following were you thinking about? 
PROBE_LEARNWHY_CATI_L3_DK   [DON'T KNOW; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] 
                            When you answered the previous question 
                            about difficulty learning how [?], which of 
                            the following were you thinking about? 
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PROBE_LEARNWHY_CATI_L3_REF  [REFUSED; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] When 
                            you answered the previous question about 
                            difficulty learning how [?], which of the 
                            following were you thinking about? 
PROBE_LEARNWHY_CATI_L3_SKP  [SKIPPED ON WEB; Loop 3 - Selected HH 
                            Member] When you answered the previous 
                            question about difficulty learning how [?], 
                            which of the following were you thinking 
                            about? 
PROBE_LEARNWHY_MP_L1_1      [My/NAME's ability to learn in school or 
                            college; Loop 1 - Yourself] When you 
                            answered the previous question about 
                            difficulty learning how [?], which of the 
                            following were you thinking about? 
PROBE_LEARNWHY_MP_L1_2      [My/NAME's ability to learn new tasks at 
                            my/their work or job; Loop 1 - Yourself] 
                            When you answered the previous question 
                            about difficulty learning how [?], which of 
                            the following were you thinking about? 
PROBE_LEARNWHY_MP_L1_3      [My/NAME's ability to learn how to perform 
                            day-to-day tasks around home; Loop 1 - 
                            Yourself] When you answered the previous 
                            question about difficulty learning how [?], 
                            which of the following were you thinking 
                            about? 
PROBE_LEARNWHY_MP_L1_4      [My/NAME's ability to learn a new hobby; 
                            Loop 1 - Yourself] When you answered the 
                            previous question about difficulty learning 
                            how [?], which of the following were you 
                            thinking about? 
PROBE_LEARNWHY_MP_L1_5      [My/NAME's ability to learn how to use new 
                            technology; Loop 1 - Yourself] When you 
                            answered the previous question about 
                            difficulty learning how [?], which of the 
                            following were you thinking about? 
PROBE_LEARNWHY_MP_L1_6      [Some other difficulty learning, please 
                            specify:; Loop 1 - Yourself] When you 
                            answered the previous question about 
                            difficulty learning how [?], which of the 
                            following were you thinking about? 
PROBE_LEARNWHY_MP_L1_DK     [DON'T KNOW; Loop 1 - Yourself] When you 
                            answered the previous question about 
                            difficulty learning how [?], which of the 
                            following were you thinking about? 
PROBE_LEARNWHY_MP_L1_REF    [REFUSED; Loop 1 - Yourself] When you 
                            answered the previous question about 
                            difficulty learning how [?], which of the 
                            following were you thinking about? 
PROBE_LEARNWHY_MP_L1_SKP    [SKIPPED ON WEB; Loop 1 - Yourself] When 
                            you answered the previous question about 
                            difficulty learning how [?], which of the 
                            following were you thinking about? 
PROBE_LEARNWHY_MP_L2_1      [My/NAME's ability to learn in school or 
                            college; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] When 
                            you answered the previous question about 
                            difficulty learning how [?], which of the 
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                            following were you thinking about? 
PROBE_LEARNWHY_MP_L2_2      [My/NAME's ability to learn new tasks at 
                            my/their work or job; Loop 2 - Selected HH 
                            Member] When you answered the previous 
                            question about difficulty learning how [?], 
                            which of the following were you thinking 
                            about? 
PROBE_LEARNWHY_MP_L2_3      [My/NAME's ability to learn how to perform 
                            day-to-day tasks around home; Loop 2 - 
                            Selected HH Member] When you answered the 
                            previous question about difficulty learning 
                            how [?], which of the following were you 
                            thinking about? 
PROBE_LEARNWHY_MP_L2_4      [My/NAME's ability to learn a new hobby; 
                            Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] When you 
                            answered the previous question about 
                            difficulty learning how [?], which of the 
                            following were you thinking about? 
PROBE_LEARNWHY_MP_L2_5      [My/NAME's ability to learn how to use new 
                            technology; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] 
                            When you answered the previous question 
                            about difficulty learning how [?], which of 
                            the following were you thinking about? 
PROBE_LEARNWHY_MP_L2_6      [Some other difficulty learning, please 
                            specify:; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] When 
                            you answered the previous question about 
                            difficulty learning how [?], which of the 
                            following were you thinking about? 
PROBE_LEARNWHY_MP_L2_DK     [DON'T KNOW; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] 
                            When you answered the previous question 
                            about difficulty learning how [?], which of 
                            the following were you thinking about? 
PROBE_LEARNWHY_MP_L2_REF    [REFUSED; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] When 
                            you answered the previous question about 
                            difficulty learning how [?], which of the 
                            following were you thinking about? 
PROBE_LEARNWHY_MP_L2_SKP    [SKIPPED ON WEB; Loop 2 - Selected HH 
                            Member] When you answered the previous 
                            question about difficulty learning how [?], 
                            which of the following were you thinking 
                            about? 
PROBE_LEARNWHY_MP_L3_1      [My/NAME's ability to learn in school or 
                            college; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] When 
                            you answered the previous question about 
                            difficulty learning how [?], which of the 
                            following were you thinking about? 
PROBE_LEARNWHY_MP_L3_2      [My/NAME's ability to learn new tasks at 
                            my/their work or job; Loop 3 - Selected HH 
                            Member] When you answered the previous 
                            question about difficulty learning how [?], 
                            which of the following were you thinking 
                            about? 
PROBE_LEARNWHY_MP_L3_3      [My/NAME's ability to learn how to perform 
                            day-to-day tasks around home; Loop 3 - 
                            Selected HH Member] When you answered the 
                            previous question about difficulty learning 
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                            how [?], which of the following were you 
                            thinking about? 
PROBE_LEARNWHY_MP_L3_4      [My/NAME's ability to learn a new hobby; 
                            Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] When you 
                            answered the previous question about 
                            difficulty learning how [?], which of the 
                            following were you thinking about? 
PROBE_LEARNWHY_MP_L3_5      [My/NAME's ability to learn how to use new 
                            technology; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] 
                            When you answered the previous question 
                            about difficulty learning how [?], which of 
                            the following were you thinking about? 
PROBE_LEARNWHY_MP_L3_6      [Some other difficulty learning, please 
                            specify:; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] When 
                            you answered the previous question about 
                            difficulty learning how [?], which of the 
                            following were you thinking about? 
PROBE_LEARNWHY_MP_L3_DK     [DON'T KNOW; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] 
                            When you answered the previous question 
                            about difficulty learning how [?], which of 
                            the following were you thinking about? 
PROBE_LEARNWHY_MP_L3_REF    [REFUSED; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] When 
                            you answered the previous question about 
                            difficulty learning how [?], which of the 
                            following were you thinking about? 
PROBE_LEARNWHY_MP_L3_SKP    [SKIPPED ON WEB; Loop 3 - Selected HH 
                            Member] When you answered the previous 
                            question about difficulty learning how [?], 
                            which of the following were you thinking 
                            about? 
PROBE_OPD_A_1               [I dislike taking medication; I'm not a 
                            pill person] Please select the statements, 
                            if any, which apply to you. 
PROBE_OPD_A_2               [I have only taken opioid pills briefly to 
                            help recover from injury or medical 
                            surgery] Please select the statements, if 
                            any, which apply to you. 
PROBE_OPD_A_3               [I have pain that requires me to take 
                            opioid pain medication] Please select the 
                            statements, if any, which apply to you. 
PROBE_OPD_A_4               [I use opioid pain relievers responsibly] 
                            Please select the statements, if any, which 
                            apply to you. 
PROBE_OPD_A_5               [I'm addicted or used to be addicted to 
                            opioids] Please select the statements, if 
                            any, which apply to you. 
PROBE_OPD_A_6               [I have heard about the opioid crisis in 
                            the news] Please select the statements, if 
                            any, which apply to you. 
PROBE_OPD_A_7               [I know someone who has been hurt by opioid 
                            pain medication] Please select the 
                            statements, if any, which apply to you. 
PROBE_OPD_A_8               [I'm not sure what an opioid is] Please 
                            select the statements, if any, which apply 
                            to you. 
PROBE_OPD_A_DK              [DON'T KNOW] Please select the statements, 
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                            if any, which apply to you. 
PROBE_OPD_A_REF             [REFUSED] Please select the statements, if 
                            any, which apply to you. 
PROBE_OPD_A_SKP             [SKIPPED ON WEB] Please select the 
                            statements, if any, which apply to you. 
PROBE_OPD_B_A               [I dislike taking medication; I'm not a 
                            pill person] Please select the statements, 
                            if any, which apply to you. 
PROBE_OPD_B_B               [I have only taken opioid pills briefly to 
                            help recover from injury or medical 
                            surgery] Please select the statements, if 
                            any, which apply to you. 
PROBE_OPD_B_C               [I have pain that requires me to take 
                            opioid pain medication] Please select the 
                            statements, if any, which apply to you. 
PROBE_OPD_B_D               [I use opioid pain relievers responsibly] 
                            Please select the statements, if any, which 
                            apply to you. 
PROBE_OPD_B_E               [I'm addicted or used to be addicted to 
                            opioids] Please select the statements, if 
                            any, which apply to you. 
PROBE_OPD_B_F               [I have heard about the opioid crisis in 
                            the news] Please select the statements, if 
                            any, which apply to you. 
PROBE_OPD_B_G               [I know someone who has been hurt by opioid 
                            pain medication] Please select the 
                            statements, if any, which apply to you. 
PROBE_OPD_B_H               [I'm not sure what an opioid is] Please 
                            select the statements, if any, which apply 
                            to you. 
PROBE_SPECAGE_L1_1          [personal care needs, such as eating, 
                            bathing, dressing, or getting around inside 
                            the home; Loop 1 - Yourself] Which of these 
                            difficulties began before age 22? 
PROBE_SPECAGE_L1_2          [walking or climbing steps; Loop 1 - 
                            Yourself] Which of these difficulties began 
                            before age 22? 
PROBE_SPECAGE_L1_3          [communicating, for example, understanding 
                            or being understood; Loop 1 - Yourself] 
                            Which of these difficulties began before 
                            age 22? 
PROBE_SPECAGE_L1_4          [remembering or concentrating; Loop 1 - 
                            Yourself] Which of these difficulties began 
                            before age 22? 
PROBE_SPECAGE_L1_5          [doing errands alone; Loop 1 - Yourself] 
                            Which of these difficulties began before 
                            age 22? 
PROBE_SPECAGE_L1_6          [learning how to do things most people 
                            your/their age can learn; Loop 1 - 
                            Yourself] Which of these difficulties began 
                            before age 22? 
PROBE_SPECAGE_L1_DK         [DON'T KNOW; Loop 1 - Yourself] Which of 
                            these difficulties began before age 22? 
PROBE_SPECAGE_L1_REF        [REFUSED; Loop 1 - Yourself] Which of these 
                            difficulties began before age 22? 
PROBE_SPECAGE_L1_SKP        [SKIPPED ON WEB; Loop 1 - Yourself] Which 
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                            of these difficulties began before age 22? 
PROBE_SPECAGE_L2_1          [personal care needs, such as eating, 
                            bathing, dressing, or getting around inside 
                            the home; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] 
                            Which of these difficulties began before 
                            age 22? 
PROBE_SPECAGE_L2_2          [walking or climbing steps; Loop 2 - 
                            Selected HH Member] Which of these 
                            difficulties began before age 22? 
PROBE_SPECAGE_L2_3          [communicating, for example, understanding 
                            or being understood; Loop 2 - Selected HH 
                            Member] Which of these difficulties began 
                            before age 22? 
PROBE_SPECAGE_L2_4          [remembering or concentrating; Loop 2 - 
                            Selected HH Member] Which of these 
                            difficulties began before age 22? 
PROBE_SPECAGE_L2_5          [doing errands alone; Loop 2 - Selected HH 
                            Member] Which of these difficulties began 
                            before age 22? 
PROBE_SPECAGE_L2_6          [learning how to do things most people 
                            your/their age can learn; Loop 2 - Selected 
                            HH Member] Which of these difficulties 
                            began before age 22? 
PROBE_SPECAGE_L2_DK         [DON'T KNOW; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] 
                            Which of these difficulties began before 
                            age 22? 
PROBE_SPECAGE_L2_REF        [REFUSED; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] 
                            Which of these difficulties began before 
                            age 22? 
PROBE_SPECAGE_L2_SKP        [SKIPPED ON WEB; Loop 2 - Selected HH 
                            Member] Which of these difficulties began 
                            before age 22? 
PROBE_SPECAGE_L3_1          [personal care needs, such as eating, 
                            bathing, dressing, or getting around inside 
                            the home; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] 
                            Which of these difficulties began before 
                            age 22? 
PROBE_SPECAGE_L3_2          [walking or climbing steps; Loop 3 - 
                            Selected HH Member] Which of these 
                            difficulties began before age 22? 
PROBE_SPECAGE_L3_3          [communicating, for example, understanding 
                            or being understood; Loop 3 - Selected HH 
                            Member] Which of these difficulties began 
                            before age 22? 
PROBE_SPECAGE_L3_4          [remembering or concentrating; Loop 3 - 
                            Selected HH Member] Which of these 
                            difficulties began before age 22? 
PROBE_SPECAGE_L3_5          [doing errands alone; Loop 3 - Selected HH 
                            Member] Which of these difficulties began 
                            before age 22? 
PROBE_SPECAGE_L3_6          [learning how to do things most people 
                            your/their age can learn; Loop 3 - Selected 
                            HH Member] Which of these difficulties 
                            began before age 22? 
PROBE_SPECAGE_L3_DK         [DON'T KNOW; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] 
                            Which of these difficulties began before 
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                            age 22? 
PROBE_SPECAGE_L3_REF        [REFUSED; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] 
                            Which of these difficulties began before 
                            age 22? 
PROBE_SPECAGE_L3_SKP        [SKIPPED ON WEB; Loop 3 - Selected HH 
                            Member] Which of these difficulties began 
                            before age 22? 
PROBE_THNKMEMA_1_TIME       Time on Screen (in seconds) for 
                            PROBE_THNKMEMA - Loop 1 - Yourself 
PROBE_THNKMEMA_2_TIME       Time on Screen (in seconds) for 
                            PROBE_THNKMEMA - Loop 2 - Selected HH Member 
PROBE_THNKMEMA_3_TIME       Time on Screen (in seconds) for 
                            PROBE_THNKMEMA - Loop 3 - Selected HH Member 
PROBE_THNKMEMB_1_TIME       Time on Screen (in seconds) for 
                            PROBE_THNKMEMB - Loop 1 - Yourself 
PROBE_THNKMEMB_2_TIME       Time on Screen (in seconds) for 
                            PROBE_THNKMEMB - Loop 2 - Selected HH Member 
PROBE_THNKMEMB_3_TIME       Time on Screen (in seconds) for 
                            PROBE_THNKMEMB - Loop 3 - Selected HH Member 
PROBE_THNKMEM_A_L1_1        [Forgetting to do household tasks; Loop 1 - 
                            Yourself] When answering the previous 
                            question about your/their problems with 
                            thinking or memory, which of the following 
                            were you thinking about? 
PROBE_THNKMEM_A_L1_2        [Misplacing small items, such as keys and 
                            wallets; Loop 1 - Yourself] When answering 
                            the previous question about your/their 
                            problems with thinking or memory, which of 
                            the following were you thinking about? 
PROBE_THNKMEM_A_L1_3        [Forgetting people's names; Loop 1 - 
                            Yourself] When answering the previous 
                            question about your/their problems with 
                            thinking or memory, which of the following 
                            were you thinking about? 
PROBE_THNKMEM_A_L1_4        [Forgetting your/their own name; Loop 1 - 
                            Yourself] When answering the previous 
                            question about your/their problems with 
                            thinking or memory, which of the following 
                            were you thinking about? 
PROBE_THNKMEM_A_L1_5        [Ability to reason or use logic; Loop 1 - 
                            Yourself] When answering the previous 
                            question about your/their problems with 
                            thinking or memory, which of the following 
                            were you thinking about? 
PROBE_THNKMEM_A_L1_6        [Making decisions that seem uninformed or 
                            impulsive; Loop 1 - Yourself] When 
                            answering the previous question about 
                            your/their problems with thinking or 
                            memory, which of the following were you 
                            thinking about? 
PROBE_THNKMEM_A_L1_7        [Something else, please specify; Loop 1 - 
                            Yourself] When answering the previous 
                            question about your/their problems with 
                            thinking or memory, which of the following 
                            were you thinking about? 
PROBE_THNKMEM_A_L1_DK       [DON'T KNOW; Loop 1 - Yourself] When 
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                            answering the previous question about 
                            your/their problems with thinking or 
                            memory, which of the following were you 
                            thinking about? 
PROBE_THNKMEM_A_L1_REF      [REFUSED; Loop 1 - Yourself] When answering 
                            the previous question about your/their 
                            problems with thinking or memory, which of 
                            the following were you thinking about? 
PROBE_THNKMEM_A_L1_SKP      [SKIPPED ON WEB; Loop 1 - Yourself] When 
                            answering the previous question about 
                            your/their problems with thinking or 
                            memory, which of the following were you 
                            thinking about? 
PROBE_THNKMEM_A_L2_1        [Forgetting to do household tasks; Loop 2 - 
                            Selected HH Member] When answering the 
                            previous question about your/their problems 
                            with thinking or memory, which of the 
                            following were you thinking about? 
PROBE_THNKMEM_A_L2_2        [Misplacing small items, such as keys and 
                            wallets; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] When 
                            answering the previous question about 
                            your/their problems with thinking or 
                            memory, which of the following were you 
                            thinking about? 
PROBE_THNKMEM_A_L2_3        [Forgetting people's names; Loop 2 - 
                            Selected HH Member] When answering the 
                            previous question about your/their problems 
                            with thinking or memory, which of the 
                            following were you thinking about? 
PROBE_THNKMEM_A_L2_4        [Forgetting your/their own name; Loop 2 - 
                            Selected HH Member] When answering the 
                            previous question about your/their problems 
                            with thinking or memory, which of the 
                            following were you thinking about? 
PROBE_THNKMEM_A_L2_5        [Ability to reason or use logic; Loop 2 - 
                            Selected HH Member] When answering the 
                            previous question about your/their problems 
                            with thinking or memory, which of the 
                            following were you thinking about? 
PROBE_THNKMEM_A_L2_6        [Making decisions that seem uninformed or 
                            impulsive; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] 
                            When answering the previous question about 
                            your/their problems with thinking or 
                            memory, which of the following were you 
                            thinking about? 
PROBE_THNKMEM_A_L2_7        [Something else, please specify; Loop 2 - 
                            Selected HH Member] When answering the 
                            previous question about your/their problems 
                            with thinking or memory, which of the 
                            following were you thinking about? 
PROBE_THNKMEM_A_L2_DK       [DON'T KNOW; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] 
                            When answering the previous question about 
                            your/their problems with thinking or 
                            memory, which of the following were you 
                            thinking about? 
PROBE_THNKMEM_A_L2_REF      [REFUSED; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] When 
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                            answering the previous question about 
                            your/their problems with thinking or 
                            memory, which of the following were you 
                            thinking about? 
PROBE_THNKMEM_A_L2_SKP      [SKIPPED ON WEB; Loop 2 - Selected HH 
                            Member] When answering the previous 
                            question about your/their problems with 
                            thinking or memory, which of the following 
                            were you thinking about? 
PROBE_THNKMEM_A_L3_1        [Forgetting to do household tasks; Loop 3 - 
                            Selected HH Member] When answering the 
                            previous question about your/their problems 
                            with thinking or memory, which of the 
                            following were you thinking about? 
PROBE_THNKMEM_A_L3_2        [Misplacing small items, such as keys and 
                            wallets; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] When 
                            answering the previous question about 
                            your/their problems with thinking or 
                            memory, which of the following were you 
                            thinking about? 
PROBE_THNKMEM_A_L3_3        [Forgetting people's names; Loop 3 - 
                            Selected HH Member] When answering the 
                            previous question about your/their problems 
                            with thinking or memory, which of the 
                            following were you thinking about? 
PROBE_THNKMEM_A_L3_4        [Forgetting your/their own name; Loop 3 - 
                            Selected HH Member] When answering the 
                            previous question about your/their problems 
                            with thinking or memory, which of the 
                            following were you thinking about? 
PROBE_THNKMEM_A_L3_5        [Ability to reason or use logic; Loop 3 - 
                            Selected HH Member] When answering the 
                            previous question about your/their problems 
                            with thinking or memory, which of the 
                            following were you thinking about? 
PROBE_THNKMEM_A_L3_6        [Making decisions that seem uninformed or 
                            impulsive; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] 
                            When answering the previous question about 
                            your/their problems with thinking or 
                            memory, which of the following were you 
                            thinking about? 
PROBE_THNKMEM_A_L3_7        [Something else, please specify; Loop 3 - 
                            Selected HH Member] When answering the 
                            previous question about your/their problems 
                            with thinking or memory, which of the 
                            following were you thinking about? 
PROBE_THNKMEM_A_L3_DK       [DON'T KNOW; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] 
                            When answering the previous question about 
                            your/their problems with thinking or 
                            memory, which of the following were you 
                            thinking about? 
PROBE_THNKMEM_A_L3_REF      [REFUSED; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] When 
                            answering the previous question about 
                            your/their problems with thinking or 
                            memory, which of the following were you 
                            thinking about? 
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PROBE_THNKMEM_A_L3_SKP      [SKIPPED ON WEB; Loop 3 - Selected HH 
                            Member] When answering the previous 
                            question about your/their problems with 
                            thinking or memory, which of the following 
                            were you thinking about? 
PROBE_THNKMEM_B_A_L1        [Forgetting to do household tasks; Loop 1 - 
                            Yourself] When answering the previous 
                            question about your/their problems with 
                            thinking or memory, which of the following 
                            were you thinking about? 
PROBE_THNKMEM_B_A_L2        [Forgetting to do household tasks; Loop 2 - 
                            Selected HH Member] When answering the 
                            previous question about your/their problems 
                            with thinking or memory, which of the 
                            following were you thinking about? 
PROBE_THNKMEM_B_A_L3        [Forgetting to do household tasks; Loop 3 - 
                            Selected HH Member] When answering the 
                            previous question about your/their problems 
                            with thinking or memory, which of the 
                            following were you thinking about? 
PROBE_THNKMEM_B_B_L1        [Misplacing small items, such as keys and 
                            wallets; Loop 1 - Yourself] When answering 
                            the previous question about your/their 
                            problems with thinking or memory, which of 
                            the following were you thinking about? 
PROBE_THNKMEM_B_B_L2        [Misplacing small items, such as keys and 
                            wallets; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] When 
                            answering the previous question about 
                            your/their problems with thinking or 
                            memory, which of the following were you 
                            thinking about? 
PROBE_THNKMEM_B_B_L3        [Misplacing small items, such as keys and 
                            wallets; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] When 
                            answering the previous question about 
                            your/their problems with thinking or 
                            memory, which of the following were you 
                            thinking about? 
PROBE_THNKMEM_B_C_L1        [Forgetting people's names; Loop 1 - 
                            Yourself] When answering the previous 
                            question about your/their problems with 
                            thinking or memory, which of the following 
                            were you thinking about? 
PROBE_THNKMEM_B_C_L2        [Forgetting people's names; Loop 2 - 
                            Selected HH Member] When answering the 
                            previous question about your/their problems 
                            with thinking or memory, which of the 
                            following were you thinking about? 
PROBE_THNKMEM_B_C_L3        [Forgetting people's names; Loop 3 - 
                            Selected HH Member] When answering the 
                            previous question about your/their problems 
                            with thinking or memory, which of the 
                            following were you thinking about? 
PROBE_THNKMEM_B_D_L1        [Forgetting your/their own name; Loop 1 - 
                            Yourself] When answering the previous 
                            question about your/their problems with 
                            thinking or memory, which of the following 
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                            were you thinking about? 
PROBE_THNKMEM_B_D_L2        [Forgetting your/their own name; Loop 2 - 
                            Selected HH Member] When answering the 
                            previous question about your/their problems 
                            with thinking or memory, which of the 
                            following were you thinking about? 
PROBE_THNKMEM_B_D_L3        [Forgetting your/their own name; Loop 3 - 
                            Selected HH Member] When answering the 
                            previous question about your/their problems 
                            with thinking or memory, which of the 
                            following were you thinking about? 
PROBE_THNKMEM_B_E_L1        [Ability to reason or use logic; Loop 1 - 
                            Yourself] When answering the previous 
                            question about your/their problems with 
                            thinking or memory, which of the following 
                            were you thinking about? 
PROBE_THNKMEM_B_E_L2        [Ability to reason or use logic; Loop 2 - 
                            Selected HH Member] When answering the 
                            previous question about your/their problems 
                            with thinking or memory, which of the 
                            following were you thinking about? 
PROBE_THNKMEM_B_E_L3        [Ability to reason or use logic; Loop 3 - 
                            Selected HH Member] When answering the 
                            previous question about your/their problems 
                            with thinking or memory, which of the 
                            following were you thinking about? 
PROBE_THNKMEM_B_F_L1        [Making decisions that seem uninformed or 
                            impulsive; Loop 1 - Yourself] When 
                            answering the previous question about 
                            your/their problems with thinking or 
                            memory, which of the following were you 
                            thinking about? 
PROBE_THNKMEM_B_F_L2        [Making decisions that seem uninformed or 
                            impulsive; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] 
                            When answering the previous question about 
                            your/their problems with thinking or 
                            memory, which of the following were you 
                            thinking about? 
PROBE_THNKMEM_B_F_L3        [Making decisions that seem uninformed or 
                            impulsive; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] 
                            When answering the previous question about 
                            your/their problems with thinking or 
                            memory, which of the following were you 
                            thinking about? 
PROBE_THNKMEM_B_G_L1        [Something else, please specify; Loop 1 - 
                            Yourself] When answering the previous 
                            question about your/their problems with 
                            thinking or memory, which of the following 
                            were you thinking about? 
PROBE_THNKMEM_B_G_L2        [Something else, please specify; Loop 2 - 
                            Selected HH Member] When answering the 
                            previous question about your/their problems 
                            with thinking or memory, which of the 
                            following were you thinking about? 
PROBE_THNKMEM_B_G_L3        [Something else, please specify; Loop 3 - 
                            Selected HH Member] When answering the 
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                            previous question about your/their problems 
                            with thinking or memory, which of the 
                            following were you thinking about? 
P_COMMIT                    DATA ONLY: Determines Presentation of COMMIT 
P_OPEN                      DATA ONLY: Determines Presentation of 
                            Multi-Punch or Open-End Probes 
P_PROBEEXP                  DATA ONLY: Determines Presentation of 
                            Multi-Punch or Grid Probes 
QUAL                        DATA-ONLY VARIABLE: QUAL 
RACETHNICITY                Combined Race/Ethnicity 
REGION4                     4-level region 
REGION9                     9-level region 
RND_00                      DATA ONLY: Programming Variable Determines 
                            Presentation Order of OPIOID1 and OPD12M 
ROW10_AGE                   [HH Age - Row 10] Starting with yourself, 
                            please list the names of all the people who 
                            live in your household and indicate your 
                            relationship to them. 
ROW10_GENDER                [HH Gender - Row 10] Starting with 
                            yourself, please list the names of all the 
                            people who live in your household and 
                            indicate your relationship to them. 
ROW10_RELATIONSHIP          [HH Relationship - Row 10] Starting with 
                            yourself, please list the names of all the 
                            people who live in your household and 
                            indicate your relationship to them. 
ROW2_AGE                    [HH Age - Row 2] Starting with yourself, 
                            please list the names of all the people who 
                            live in your household and indicate your 
                            relationship to them. 
ROW2_GENDER                 [HH Gender - Row 2] Starting with yourself, 
                            please list the names of all the people who 
                            live in your household and indicate your 
                            relationship to them. 
ROW2_RELATIONSHIP           [HH Relationship - Row 2] Starting with 
                            yourself, please list the names of all the 
                            people who live in your household and 
                            indicate your relationship to them. 
ROW3_AGE                    [HH Age - Row 3] Starting with yourself, 
                            please list the names of all the people who 
                            live in your household and indicate your 
                            relationship to them. 
ROW3_GENDER                 [HH Gender - Row 3] Starting with yourself, 
                            please list the names of all the people who 
                            live in your household and indicate your 
                            relationship to them. 
ROW3_RELATIONSHIP           [HH Relationship - Row 3] Starting with 
                            yourself, please list the names of all the 
                            people who live in your household and 
                            indicate your relationship to them. 
ROW4_AGE                    [HH Age - Row 4] Starting with yourself, 
                            please list the names of all the people who 
                            live in your household and indicate your 
                            relationship to them. 
ROW4_GENDER                 [HH Gender - Row 4] Starting with yourself, 
                            please list the names of all the people who 
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                            live in your household and indicate your 
                            relationship to them. 
ROW4_RELATIONSHIP           [HH Relationship - Row 4] Starting with 
                            yourself, please list the names of all the 
                            people who live in your household and 
                            indicate your relationship to them. 
ROW5_AGE                    [HH Age - Row 5] Starting with yourself, 
                            please list the names of all the people who 
                            live in your household and indicate your 
                            relationship to them. 
ROW5_GENDER                 [HH Gender - Row 5] Starting with yourself, 
                            please list the names of all the people who 
                            live in your household and indicate your 
                            relationship to them. 
ROW5_RELATIONSHIP           [HH Relationship - Row 5] Starting with 
                            yourself, please list the names of all the 
                            people who live in your household and 
                            indicate your relationship to them. 
ROW6_AGE                    [HH Age - Row 6] Starting with yourself, 
                            please list the names of all the people who 
                            live in your household and indicate your 
                            relationship to them. 
ROW6_GENDER                 [HH Gender - Row 6] Starting with yourself, 
                            please list the names of all the people who 
                            live in your household and indicate your 
                            relationship to them. 
ROW6_RELATIONSHIP           [HH Relationship - Row 6] Starting with 
                            yourself, please list the names of all the 
                            people who live in your household and 
                            indicate your relationship to them. 
ROW7_AGE                    [HH Age - Row 7] Starting with yourself, 
                            please list the names of all the people who 
                            live in your household and indicate your 
                            relationship to them. 
ROW7_GENDER                 [HH Gender - Row 7] Starting with yourself, 
                            please list the names of all the people who 
                            live in your household and indicate your 
                            relationship to them. 
ROW7_RELATIONSHIP           [HH Relationship - Row 7] Starting with 
                            yourself, please list the names of all the 
                            people who live in your household and 
                            indicate your relationship to them. 
ROW8_AGE                    [HH Age - Row 8] Starting with yourself, 
                            please list the names of all the people who 
                            live in your household and indicate your 
                            relationship to them. 
ROW8_GENDER                 [HH Gender - Row 8] Starting with yourself, 
                            please list the names of all the people who 
                            live in your household and indicate your 
                            relationship to them. 
ROW8_RELATIONSHIP           [HH Relationship - Row 8] Starting with 
                            yourself, please list the names of all the 
                            people who live in your household and 
                            indicate your relationship to them. 
ROW9_AGE                    [HH Age - Row 9] Starting with yourself, 
                            please list the names of all the people who 
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                            live in your household and indicate your 
                            relationship to them. 
ROW9_GENDER                 [HH Gender - Row 9] Starting with yourself, 
                            please list the names of all the people who 
                            live in your household and indicate your 
                            relationship to them. 
ROW9_RELATIONSHIP           [HH Relationship - Row 9] Starting with 
                            yourself, please list the names of all the 
                            people who live in your household and 
                            indicate your relationship to them. 
RX12M                       At any time in the past 12 months, did you 
                            take prescription medication? 
SMKEV                       Have you smoked at least 100 cigarettes in 
                            your entire life? 
SMKNOW                      Do you now smoke cigarettes every day, some 
                            days, or not at all? 
SOCERRNDS_L1                [Loop 1 - Yourself] Because of a physical, 
                            mental, or emotional problem, do you/does 
                            NAME have difficulty doing errands alone 
                            such as visiting a doctor's office or 
                            shopping? 
SOCERRNDS_L2                [Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] Because of a 
                            physical, mental, or emotional problem, do 
                            you/does NAME have difficulty doing errands 
                            alone such as visiting a doctor's office or 
                            shopping? 
SOCERRNDS_L3                [Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] Because of a 
                            physical, mental, or emotional problem, do 
                            you/does NAME have difficulty doing errands 
                            alone such as visiting a doctor's office or 
                            shopping? 
STATE                       State 
SURV_MODE                   Survey interview mode (online or phone) 
S_BASEWEIGHT                DATA ONLY: Statistical Variable - Panel 
                            baseweight based on panel recruitment 
S_INVPROB                   DATA ONLY: Statistical Variable - Inverse 
                            probability of selection into specific 
                            study survey 
S_INVPROB_WEB               DATA ONLY: Statistical Variable - Inverse 
                            probability of selection for Web-only 
                            panelists in study survey 
S_NRFU                      DATA ONLY: Statistical Variable - Numeric 
                            variable to identify NRFU status of 
                            panelist (1: NRFU, 0: Non-NRFU) 
S_VPSU                      DATA ONLY: Statistical Variable - Numeric 
                            variable to identify cluster of panelist 
S_VSTRAT                    DATA ONLY: Statistical Variable - Numeric 
                            variable to identify strata of panelist 
S_VSTRAT_SAMP               DATA ONLY: Statistical Variable - Sampling 
                            strata (1-48) 
TOTALTIME_AGEONSET_1        Time on Screen (in seconds) for AGEONSET - 
                            Loop 1 - Yourself 
TOTALTIME_AGEONSET_2        Time on Screen (in seconds) for AGEONSET - 
                            Loop 2 - Selected HH Member 
TOTALTIME_AGEONSET_3        Time on Screen (in seconds) for AGEONSET - 
                            Loop 3 - Selected HH Member 
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TOTALTIME_PROBE_OPD_A       Time on Screen (in seconds) for PROBE_OPDA 
TOTALTIME_PROBE_OPD_B_GRID1 Time on Screen (in seconds) for 
                            PROBE_OPD_B_4 
TOTALTIME_PROBE_OPD_B_GRID2 Time on Screen (in seconds) for 
                            PROBE_OPD_B_8 
WEIGHTLB                    How much do you weigh without shoes? 
WEIGHT_Total                Normalized Total sample weights - 18+ 
                            general population  (N=3,442) 
WEIGHT_Web                  Normalized Web sample weights - 18+ general 
                            population  (N=2,193) 
WEIGHTpop_Total             Post-stratification Total sample weights - 
                            18+ general population (N=3,442) 
WEIGHTpop_Web               Post-stratification Web sample weights - 
                            18+ general population (N=2,193) 
duration                    Time spent in survey, in minutes 


	Structure Bookmarks
	AASMEV                      Have you ever been told by a doctor or 
	                            other health professional that you had 
	                            asthma? 
	AD8_A_L1                    [Remembering the month or year; Loop 1 - 
	                            Yourself] Has there been a change in any of 
	                            the following in the last several 
	                            years/since you have known him/her? 
	AD8_A_L2                    [Remembering the month or year; Loop 2 - 
	                            Selected HH Member] Has there been a change 
	                            in any of the following in the last several 
	                            years/since you have known him/her? 
	AD8_A_L3                    [Remembering the month or year; Loop 3 - 
	                            Selected HH Member] Has there been a change 
	                            in any of the following in the last several 
	                            years/since you have known him/her? 
	AD8_B_L1                    [Repeating questions, stories, or 
	                            statements; Loop 1 - Yourself] Has there 
	                            been a change in any of the following in 
	                            the last several years/since you have known 
	                            him/her? 
	AD8_B_L2                    [Repeating questions, stories, or 
	                            statements; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] 
	                            Has there been a change in any of the 
	                            following in the last several years/since 
	                            you have known him/her? 
	AD8_B_L3                    [Repeating questions, stories, or 
	                            statements; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] 
	                            Has there been a change in any of the 
	                            following in the last several years/since 
	                            you have known him/her? 
	AD8_C_L1                    [The amount of difficulty remembering 
	                            appointments; Loop 1 - Yourself] Has there 
	                            been a change in any of the following in 
	                            the last several years/since you have known 
	                            him/her? 
	AD8_C_L2                    [The amount of difficulty remembering 
	                            appointments; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] 
	                            Has there been a change in any of the 
	                            following in the last several years/since 
	                            you have known him/her? 
	AD8_C_L3                    [The amount of difficulty remembering 
	                            appointments; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] 
	                            Has there been a change in any of the 
	                            following in the last several years/since 
	                            you have known him/her? 
	AD8_D_L1                    [The amount of interest in hobbies or 
	                            activities; Loop 1 - Yourself] Has there 
	                            been a change in any of the following in 
	                            the last several years/since you have known 
	                            him/her? 
	AD8_D_L2                    [The amount of interest in hobbies or 
	                            activities; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] 
	                            Has there been a change in any of the 
	                            following in the last several years/since 
	                            you have known him/her? 
	AD8_D_L3                    [The amount of interest in hobbies or 
	                            activities; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] 
	                            Has there been a change in any of the 
	                            following in the last several years/since 
	                            you have known him/her? 
	AD8_E_L1                    [The amount of difficulty handling money 
	                            matters like balancing a checkbook or 
	                            paying bills; Loop 1 - Yourself] Has there 
	                            been a change in any of the following in 
	                            the last several years/since you have known 
	                            him/her? 
	AD8_E_L2                    [The amount of difficulty handling money 
	                            matters like balancing a checkbook or 
	                            paying bills; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] 
	                            Has there been a change in any of the 
	                            following in the last several years/since 
	                            you have known him/her? 
	AD8_E_L3                    [The amount of difficulty handling money 
	                            matters like balancing a checkbook or 
	                            paying bills; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] 
	                            Has there been a change in any of the 
	                            following in the last several years/since 
	                            you have known him/her? 
	AD8_F_L1                    [The amount of trouble learning how to use 
	                            a tool, appliance or gadget, for example a 
	                            TV remote control or microwave; Loop 1 - 
	                            Yourself] Has there been a change in any of 
	                            the following in the last several 
	                            years/since you have known him/her? 
	AD8_F_L2                    [The amount of trouble learning how to use 
	                            a tool, appliance or gadget, for example a 
	                            TV remote control or microwave; Loop 2 - 
	                            Selected HH Member] Has there been a change 
	                            in any of the following in the last several 
	                            years/since you have known him/her? 
	AD8_F_L3                    [The amount of trouble learning how to use 
	                            a tool, appliance or gadget, for example a 
	                            TV remote control or microwave; Loop 3 - 
	                            Selected HH Member] Has there been a change 
	                            in any of the following in the last several 
	                            years/since you have known him/her? 
	AD8_G_L1                    [Problems in judgement, for example falling 
	                            for scams or buying inappropriate gifts; 
	                            Loop 1 - Yourself] Has there been a change 
	                            in any of the following in the last several 
	                            years/since you have known him/her? 
	AD8_G_L2                    [Problems in judgement, for example falling 
	                            for scams or buying inappropriate gifts; 
	                            Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] Has there been 
	                            a change in any of the following in the 
	                            last several years/since you have known 
	                            him/her? 
	AD8_G_L3                    [Problems in judgement, for example falling 
	                            for scams or buying inappropriate gifts; 
	                            Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] Has there been 
	                            a change in any of the following in the 
	                            last several years/since you have known 
	                            him/her? 
	AD8_H_L1                    [Daily problems with thinking or memory; 
	                            Loop 1 - Yourself] Has there been a change 
	                            in any of the following in the last several 
	                            years/since you have known him/her? 
	AD8_H_L2                    [Daily problems with thinking or memory; 
	                            Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] Has there been 
	                            a change in any of the following in the 
	                            last several years/since you have known 
	                            him/her? 
	AD8_H_L3                    [Daily problems with thinking or memory; 
	                            Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] Has there been 
	                            a change in any of the following in the 
	                            last several years/since you have known 
	                            him/her? 
	AGE                         Respondent age 
	AGE4                        Age - 4 Categories 
	AGE7                        Age - 7 Categories 
	AGEONSETR_L1                [Loop 1 - Yourself] Did this 
	                            difficulty/these difficulties begin before 
	                            age 22? 
	AGEONSETR_L2                [Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] Did this 
	                            difficulty/these difficulties begin before 
	                            age 22? 
	AGEONSETR_L3                [Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] Did this 
	                            difficulty/these difficulties begin before 
	                            age 22? 
	ANXFREQ_L1                  [Loop 1 - Yourself] How often do you/does 
	                            NAME feel worried, nervous or anxious? 
	ANXFREQ_L2                  [Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] How often do 
	                            you/does NAME feel worried, nervous or 
	                            anxious? 
	ANXFREQ_L3                  [Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] How often do 
	                            you/does NAME feel worried, nervous or 
	                            anxious? 
	ANXLEVELR_L1                [Loop 1 - Yourself] Thinking about the last 
	                            time you/NAME felt worried, nervous or 
	                            anxious, how would you/NAME describe the 
	                            level of these feelings? 
	ANXLEVELR_L2                [Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] Thinking 
	                            about the last time you/NAME felt worried, 
	                            nervous or anxious, how would you/NAME 
	                            describe the level of these feelings? 
	ANXLEVELR_L3                [Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] Thinking 
	                            about the last time you/NAME felt worried, 
	                            nervous or anxious, how would you/NAME 
	                            describe the level of these feelings? 
	ANXMEDR_L1                  [Loop 1 - Yourself] Do you/Does NAME take 
	                            prescription medication for these feelings? 
	ANXMEDR_L2                  [Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] Do you/Does 
	                            NAME take prescription medication for these 
	                            feelings? 
	ANXMEDR_L3                  [Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] Do you/Does 
	                            NAME take prescription medication for these 
	                            feelings? 
	CANEV                       Have you ever been told by a doctor or 
	                            other health professional that you had 
	                            cancer or a malignancy of any kind? 
	COGMEMDIFF_L1               [Loop 1 - Yourself] Do you/Does NAME have 
	                            difficulty remembering or concentrating? 
	COGMEMDIFF_L2               [Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] Do you/Does 
	                            NAME have difficulty remembering or 
	                            concentrating? 
	COGMEMDIFF_L3               [Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] Do you/Does 
	                            NAME have difficulty remembering or 
	                            concentrating? 
	COMDIFF_L1                  [Loop 1 - Yourself] Using your/their usual 
	                            language, do you/does NAME have difficulty 
	                            communicating, for example, understanding 
	                            or being understood? 
	COMDIFF_L2                  [Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] Using 
	                            your/their usual language, do you/does NAME 
	                            have difficulty communicating, for example, 
	                            understanding or being understood? 
	COMDIFF_L3                  [Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] Using 
	                            your/their usual language, do you/does NAME 
	                            have difficulty communicating, for example, 
	                            understanding or being understood? 
	COMMIT                      Are you willing to commit to doing this? 
	CaseId                      Case ID 
	DEPFREQR_L1                 [Loop 1 - Yourself] How often do you/does 
	                            NAME feel depressed? 
	DEPFREQR_L2                 [Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] How often do 
	                            you/does NAME feel depressed? 
	DEPFREQR_L3                 [Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] How often do 
	                            you/does NAME feel depressed? 
	DEPLEVELR_L1                [Loop 1 - Yourself] Thinking about the last 
	                            time you/NAME felt depressed, how depressed 
	                            did you/they feel? 
	DEPLEVELR_L2                [Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] Thinking 
	                            about the last time you/NAME felt 
	                            depressed, how depressed did you/they feel? 
	DEPLEVELR_L3                [Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] Thinking 
	                            about the last time you/NAME felt 
	                            depressed, how depressed did you/they feel? 
	DEPMEDR_L1                  [Loop 1 - Yourself] Do you/Does NAME take 
	                            prescription medication for depression? 
	DEPMEDR_L2                  [Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] Do you/Does 
	                            NAME take prescription medication for 
	                            depression? 
	DEPMEDR_L3                  [Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] Do you/Does 
	                            NAME take prescription medication for 
	                            depression? 
	DIBEV                       Has a doctor or other health professional 
	                            ever told you that you had diabetes? 
	DIFF_L1                     [Loop 1 - Yourself] Do you/Does NAME have 
	                            difficulty walking or climbing steps? 
	DIFF_L2                     [Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] Do you/Does 
	                            NAME have difficulty walking or climbing 
	                            steps? 
	DIFF_L3                     [Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] Do you/Does 
	                            NAME have difficulty walking or climbing 
	                            steps? 
	DISORDER1                   Was there ever a month or more that you 
	                            spent a lot of your time getting or using 
	                            opioid pain medication? 
	DISORDER2                   Did you ever try to set limits on how often 
	                            or how much opioid pain medication you 
	                            would use? 
	DISORDER3                   Did you ever need to use more opioid pain 
	                            medication than you used to in order to get 
	                            the effect you wanted? 
	DISORDER4                   During the past 12 months, did using 
	                            prescription pain relievers cause you to 
	                            give up or spend less time doing important 
	                            activities such as working, going to 
	                            school, taking care of children, or doing 
	                            fun things? 
	DOV_DISABILITY_L1           [Loop 1 - Yourself] DATA ONLY: Creates 
	                            Disability Flag for 1 'Yes' Answer in 
	                            LASERIES 
	DOV_DISABILITY_L2           [Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] DATA ONLY: 
	                            Creates Disability Flag for 1 'Yes' Answer 
	                            in LASERIES 
	DOV_DISABILITY_L3           [Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] DATA ONLY: 
	                            Creates Disability Flag for 1 'Yes' Answer 
	                            in LASERIES 
	DOV_LA_SUM_L1               [Loop 1 - Yourself] DATA ONLY: Computes sum 
	                            of 'Yes' answers in LASERIES 
	DOV_LA_SUM_L2               [Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] DATA ONLY: 
	                            Computes sum of 'Yes' answers in LASERIES 
	DOV_LA_SUM_L3               [Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] DATA ONLY: 
	                            Computes sum of 'Yes' answers in LASERIES 
	DOV_LOOP_AGER1              [Loop 1 - Yourself] DATA ONLY: Holds value 
	                            of HH Member Age in Loop 
	DOV_LOOP_AGER2              [Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] DATA ONLY: 
	                            Holds value of HH Member Age in Loop 
	DOV_LOOP_AGER3              [Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] DATA ONLY: 
	                            Holds value of HH Member Age in Loop 
	DOV_LOOP_FLAADLR1           [Loop 1 - Yourself] DATA ONLY: Holds 
	                            whether HH Member is selected for LASERIES 
	DOV_LOOP_FLAADLR2           [Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] DATA ONLY: 
	                            Holds whether HH Member is selected for 
	                            LASERIES 
	DOV_LOOP_FLAADLR3           [Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] DATA ONLY: 
	                            Holds whether HH Member is selected for 
	                            LASERIES 
	DOV_LOOP_GENDERR1           [Loop 1 - Yourself] DATA ONLY: Holds value 
	                            of HH Member Gender in Loop 
	DOV_LOOP_GENDERR2           [Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] DATA ONLY: 
	                            Holds value of HH Member Gender in Loop 
	DOV_LOOP_GENDERR3           [Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] DATA ONLY: 
	                            Holds value of HH Member Gender in Loop 
	DOV_LOOP_RELATR1            [Loop 1 - Yourself] DATA ONLY: Holds value 
	                            of HH Member Relationship in Loop 
	DOV_LOOP_RELATR2            [Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] DATA ONLY: 
	                            Holds value of HH Member Relationship in 
	                            Loop 
	DOV_LOOP_RELATR3            [Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] DATA ONLY: 
	                            Holds value of HH Member Relationship in 
	                            Loop 
	DOV_ROSTER_COUNT            DATA ONLY: Count of the Number of Completed 
	                            Qualifying Rows 
	DOV_ROSTER_ROWR1            [Loop 1 - Yourself] DATA ONLY: Holds value 
	                            of loop iteration displayed 
	DOV_ROSTER_ROWR2            [Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] DATA ONLY: 
	                            Holds value of loop iteration displayed 
	DOV_ROSTER_ROWR3            [Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] DATA ONLY: 
	                            Holds value of loop iteration displayed 
	DOV_SELECT                  DATA ONLY: Determines the Number of Loops 
	                            to be Executed for a Maximum of 3 Loops 
	EDUC                        Education (Highest Degree Received) 
	EDUC4                       4-level education 
	EMPLOY                      Current Employment Status 
	FLAADL_1                    [HH Member - Row 1 - Yourself] Because of a 
	                            physical, mental, or emotional problem, do 
	                            you or any of the following individuals 
	                            need the help of other people with personal 
	                            care needs, such as? 
	FLAADL_10                   [HH Member - Row 10] Because of a physical, 
	                            mental, or emotional problem, do you or any 
	                            of the following individuals need the help 
	                            of other people with personal care needs, 
	                            such as? 
	FLAADL_11                   [None of the above] Because of a physical, 
	                            mental, or emotional problem, do you or any 
	                            of the following individuals need the help 
	                            of other people with personal care needs, 
	                            such as? 
	FLAADL_2                    [HH Member - Row 2] Because of a physical, 
	                            mental, or emotional problem, do you or any 
	                            of the following individuals need the help 
	                            of other people with personal care needs, 
	                            such as? 
	FLAADL_3                    [HH Member - Row 3] Because of a physical, 
	                            mental, or emotional problem, do you or any 
	                            of the following individuals need the help 
	                            of other people with personal care needs, 
	                            such as? 
	FLAADL_4                    [HH Member - Row 4] Because of a physical, 
	                            mental, or emotional problem, do you or any 
	                            of the following individuals need the help 
	                            of other people with personal care needs, 
	                            such as? 
	FLAADL_5                    [HH Member - Row 5] Because of a physical, 
	                            mental, or emotional problem, do you or any 
	                            of the following individuals need the help 
	                            of other people with personal care needs, 
	                            such as? 
	FLAADL_6                    [HH Member - Row 6] Because of a physical, 
	                            mental, or emotional problem, do you or any 
	                            of the following individuals need the help 
	                            of other people with personal care needs, 
	                            such as? 
	FLAADL_7                    [HH Member - Row 7] Because of a physical, 
	                            mental, or emotional problem, do you or any 
	                            of the following individuals need the help 
	                            of other people with personal care needs, 
	                            such as? 
	FLAADL_8                    [HH Member - Row 8] Because of a physical, 
	                            mental, or emotional problem, do you or any 
	                            of the following individuals need the help 
	                            of other people with personal care needs, 
	                            such as? 
	FLAADL_9                    [HH Member - Row 9] Because of a physical, 
	                            mental, or emotional problem, do you or any 
	                            of the following individuals need the help 
	                            of other people with personal care needs, 
	                            such as? 
	FLAADL_DK                   [DON'T KNOW] Because of a physical, mental, 
	                            or emotional problem, do you or any of the 
	                            following individuals need the help of 
	                            other people with personal care needs, such 
	                            as? 
	FLAADL_REF                  [REFUSED] Because of a physical, mental, or 
	                            emotional problem, do you or any of the 
	                            following individuals need the help of 
	                            other people with personal care needs, such 
	                            as? 
	FLAADL_SKP                  [SKIPPED ON WEB] Because of a physical, 
	                            mental, or emotional problem, do you or any 
	                            of the following individuals need the help 
	                            of other people with personal care needs, 
	                            such as? 
	GENDER                      Respondent gender 
	GESDIB                      Has a doctor or other health professional 
	                            ever told you that you had gestational 
	                            diabetes, a type of diabetes that occurs 
	                            only during pregnancy? 
	HEIGHTIN_FT                 [Feet] How tall are you without shoes? 
	HEIGHTIN_IN                 [Inches] How tall are you without shoes? 
	HH01                        Number of HH members age 0-1 
	HH1317                      Number of HH members age 13-17 
	HH18OV                      Number of HH members age 18+ 
	HH25                        Number of HH members age 2-5 
	HH612                       Number of HH members age 6-12 
	HHSIZE                      Household size (including children) 
	HOME_TYPE                   Type of building of panelists' residence 
	HOUSING                     Home Ownership 
	INCOME                      Household Income 
	INTERNET                    HH internet access via dial-up, DSL, or 
	                            cable broadband at home 
	LABATH_L1                   [Bathing or showering; Loop 1 - Yourself] 
	                            Do you/Does NAME need help of other persons 
	                            with? 
	LABATH_L2                   [Bathing or showering; Loop 2 - Selected HH 
	                            Member] Do you/Does NAME need help of other 
	                            persons with? 
	LABATH_L3                   [Bathing or showering; Loop 3 - Selected HH 
	                            Member] Do you/Does NAME need help of other 
	                            persons with? 
	LABED_L1                    [Getting in or out of bed or chairs; Loop 1 
	                            - Yourself] Do you/Does NAME need help of 
	                            other persons with? 
	LABED_L2                    [Getting in or out of bed or chairs; Loop 2 
	                            - Selected HH Member] Do you/Does NAME need 
	                            help of other persons with? 
	LABED_L3                    [Getting in or out of bed or chairs; Loop 3 
	                            - Selected HH Member] Do you/Does NAME need 
	                            help of other persons with? 
	LADRESS_L1                  [Dressing; Loop 1 - Yourself] Do you/Does 
	                            NAME need help of other persons with? 
	LADRESS_L2                  [Dressing; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] Do 
	                            you/Does NAME need help of other persons 
	                            with? 
	LADRESS_L3                  [Dressing; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] Do 
	                            you/Does NAME need help of other persons 
	                            with? 
	LAEAT_L1                    [Eating; Loop 1 - Yourself] Do you/Does 
	                            NAME need help of other persons with? 
	LAEAT_L2                    [Eating; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] Do 
	                            you/Does NAME need help of other persons 
	                            with? 
	LAEAT_L3                    [Eating; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] Do 
	                            you/Does NAME need help of other persons 
	                            with? 
	LAHOME_L1                   [Getting around inside the home; Loop 1 - 
	                            Yourself] Do you/Does NAME need help of 
	                            other persons with? 
	LAHOME_L2                   [Getting around inside the home; Loop 2 - 
	                            Selected HH Member] Do you/Does NAME need 
	                            help of other persons with? 
	LAHOME_L3                   [Getting around inside the home; Loop 3 - 
	                            Selected HH Member] Do you/Does NAME need 
	                            help of other persons with? 
	LATOIL_L1                   [Using the toilet, including getting to the 
	                            toilet; Loop 1 - Yourself] Do you/Does NAME 
	                            need help of other persons with? 
	LATOIL_L2                   [Using the toilet, including getting to the 
	                            toilet; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] Do 
	                            you/Does NAME need help of other persons 
	                            with? 
	LATOIL_L3                   [Using the toilet, including getting to the 
	                            toilet; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] Do 
	                            you/Does NAME need help of other persons 
	                            with? 
	LEARNDFF_L1                 [Loop 1 - Yourself] Do you/Does NAME have 
	                            difficulty learning how to do things most 
	                            people your/their age can learn? 
	LEARNDFF_L2                 [Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] Do you/Does 
	                            NAME have difficulty learning how to do 
	                            things most people your/their age can learn? 
	LEARNDFF_L3                 [Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] Do you/Does 
	                            NAME have difficulty learning how to do 
	                            things most people your/their age can learn? 
	MARITAL                     Marital Status 
	METRO                       Metropolitan area flag 
	MISUSE                      Have you ever, even once, used any 
	                            prescription pain reliever in any way a 
	                            doctor did not direct you to use it? 
	OPD12M                      During the past 12 months, have you taken 
	                            any opioid pain relievers prescribed by a 
	                            doctor, dentist, or other health 
	                            professional? 
	OPIOID1                     Have you ever, in your entire life, taken 
	                            opioid pain medication prescribed by a 
	                            doctor or dentist for any kind of injury, 
	                            surgery, or chronic condition? 
	OPIOID11_1                  [There was no longer a medical reason to 
	                            take them] Did you stop taking the opioid 
	                            pain medication because? 
	OPIOID11_2                  [They were not helping] Did you stop taking 
	                            the opioid pain medication because? 
	OPIOID11_3                  [You could no longer get a prescription] 
	                            Did you stop taking the opioid pain 
	                            medication because? 
	OPIOID11_4                  [You were worried about becoming addicted] 
	                            Did you stop taking the opioid pain 
	                            medication because? 
	OPIOID11_5                  [You were addicted and wanted to quit] Did 
	                            you stop taking the opioid pain medication 
	                            because? 
	OPIOID11_6                  [Other, please specify:] Did you stop 
	                            taking the opioid pain medication because? 
	OPIOID11_DK                 [DON'T KNOW] Did you stop taking the opioid 
	                            pain medication because? 
	OPIOID11_REF                [REFUSED] Did you stop taking the opioid 
	                            pain medication because? 
	OPIOID11_SKP                [SKIPPED ON WEB] Did you stop taking the 
	                            opioid pain medication because? 
	OPIOID12                    In the past 12 months, have you had any 
	                            opioid pain medicine left over from a 
	                            prescription? 
	OPIOID13                    What did you do with the leftover medicine? 
	OPIOID14                    About how often in the past 12 months did 
	                            you take pain medicine more frequently or 
	                            in higher doses than was prescribed to you? 
	OPIOID15_1                  [To help with pain] What were the reasons 
	                            you used the pain medicine more frequently 
	                            or in higher doses than was prescribed? 
	OPIOID15_2                  [To help with an injury or pain for which I 
	                            never had a prescription] What were the 
	                            reasons you used the pain medicine more 
	                            frequently or in higher doses than was 
	                            prescribed? 
	OPIOID15_3                  [To get high] What were the reasons you 
	                            used the pain medicine more frequently or 
	                            in higher doses than was prescribed? 
	OPIOID15_4                  [Because I am dependent on them and need to 
	                            have them] What were the reasons you used 
	                            the pain medicine more frequently or in 
	                            higher doses than was prescribed? 
	OPIOID15_5                  [To help with my energy level] What were 
	                            the reasons you used the pain medicine more 
	                            frequently or in higher doses than was 
	                            prescribed? 
	OPIOID15_6                  [Because of suicidal thoughts] What were 
	                            the reasons you used the pain medicine more 
	                            frequently or in higher doses than was 
	                            prescribed? 
	OPIOID15_7                  [Other reasons not already listed (please 
	                            specify):] What were the reasons you used 
	                            the pain medicine more frequently or in 
	                            higher doses than was prescribed? 
	OPIOID15_DK                 [DON'T KNOW] What were the reasons you used 
	                            the pain medicine more frequently or in 
	                            higher doses than was prescribed? 
	OPIOID15_REF                [REFUSED] What were the reasons you used 
	                            the pain medicine more frequently or in 
	                            higher doses than was prescribed? 
	OPIOID15_SKP                [SKIPPED ON WEB] What were the reasons you 
	                            used the pain medicine more frequently or 
	                            in higher doses than was prescribed? 
	OPIOID16                    Have you ever in your life taken someone 
	                            else's opioid medication? 
	OPIOID17                    About how often in the past 12 months did 
	                            you take prescription pain relievers not 
	                            prescribed to you? 
	OPIOID18_1                  [Because I ran out of my prescription] What 
	                            were the reasons you used opioid pain 
	                            medication not prescribed to you? 
	OPIOID18_2                  [To help with an injury or pain for which I 
	                            never had a prescription] What were the 
	                            reasons you used opioid pain medication not 
	                            prescribed to you? 
	OPIOID18_3                  [To get high] What were the reasons you 
	                            used opioid pain medication not prescribed 
	                            to you? 
	OPIOID18_4                  [Because I am dependent on them and need to 
	                            have them] What were the reasons you used 
	                            opioid pain medication not prescribed to 
	                            you? 
	OPIOID18_5                  [To help with my energy level] What were 
	                            the reasons you used opioid pain medication 
	                            not prescribed to you? 
	OPIOID18_6                  [Because of suicidal thoughts] What were 
	                            the reasons you used opioid pain medication 
	                            not prescribed to you? 
	OPIOID18_7                  [Other reasons not already listed (please 
	                            specify):] What were the reasons you used 
	                            opioid pain medication not prescribed to 
	                            you? 
	OPIOID18_DK                 [DON'T KNOW] What were the reasons you used 
	                            opioid pain medication not prescribed to 
	                            you? 
	OPIOID18_REF                [REFUSED] What were the reasons you used 
	                            opioid pain medication not prescribed to 
	                            you? 
	OPIOID18_SKP                [SKIPPED ON WEB] What were the reasons you 
	                            used opioid pain medication not prescribed 
	                            to you? 
	OPIOID19                    Have you ever experienced withdrawal 
	                            symptoms or had trouble getting off an 
	                            opioid? 
	OPIOID20                    Did you experience these withdrawal 
	                            symptoms or have trouble getting off an 
	                            opioid in the last 12 months? 
	OPIOID3                     Are you still taking any of these? 
	OPIOID4                     About how long have you been taking opioid 
	                            pain medication? 
	OPIOID5                     Have you ever taken opioids temporarily in 
	                            the past to recover from an injury or 
	                            surgery? 
	OPIOID6                     Was there a time when you were in so much 
	                            pain that you needed to take more 
	                            medication than was prescribed to help 
	                            relieve your pain? 
	OPIOID7                     How concerned would you be to lose access 
	                            to your medication? 
	OPIOID8_1                   [Have intolerable pain] If you stopped 
	                            taking your medication, do you believe that 
	                            you would? 
	OPIOID8_2                   [Be unable to sleep] If you stopped taking 
	                            your medication, do you believe that you 
	                            would? 
	OPIOID8_3                   [Go through withdrawal] If you stopped 
	                            taking your medication, do you believe that 
	                            you would? 
	OPIOID8_4                   [Other, please specify:] If you stopped 
	                            taking your medication, do you believe that 
	                            you would? 
	OPIOID8_DK                  [DON'T KNOW] If you stopped taking your 
	                            medication, do you believe that you would? 
	OPIOID8_REF                 [REFUSED] If you stopped taking your 
	                            medication, do you believe that you would? 
	OPIOID8_SKP                 [SKIPPED ON WEB] If you stopped taking your 
	                            medication, do you believe that you would? 
	OPIOID9                     Are you concerned that you may be addicted 
	                            to opioids? 
	PAIAMNT                     Thinking about the last time you had pain, 
	                            how much pain did you have? 
	PAIFRQ3M                    In the past three months, how often did you 
	                            have pain? 
	PART1                       About how often do you spend time with 
	                            family or friends? 
	PART2                       About how often do you get out of the house 
	                            for fun, for example, to see a movie, to 
	                            play or watch a game, or to visit a friend? 
	PART3                       About how often do you get out of the house 
	                            for work, including paid work and volunteer 
	                            work? 
	PART4                       About how often do you run errands, such as 
	                            shopping or going to doctor appointments? 
	PHONESERVICE                Telephone service for the household 
	PHSTAT                      Would you say your health in general is 
	                            excellent, very good, good, fair, or poor? 
	PREDIB                      Has a doctor or other health professional 
	                            ever told you that you had prediabetes or 
	                            borderline diabetes? 
	PROBE_AD8CONC_L1            [Loop 1 - Yourself] How concerned are you 
	                            with these changes? 
	PROBE_AD8CONC_L2            [Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] How concerned 
	                            are you with these changes? 
	PROBE_AD8CONC_L3            [Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] How concerned 
	                            are you with these changes? 
	PROBE_AD8IMPC_L1            [Loop 1 - Yourself] How much of an impact 
	                            do you think these changes have on 
	                            your/NAME's daily life? 
	PROBE_AD8IMPC_L2            [Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] How much of 
	                            an impact do you think these changes have 
	                            on your/NAME's daily life? 
	PROBE_AD8IMPC_L3            [Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] How much of 
	                            an impact do you think these changes have 
	                            on your/NAME's daily life? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L1_1    [Difficulty seeing; Loop 1 - Yourself] Why 
	                            do you/does NAME have difficulty doing 
	                            errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L1_10   [Lack of mobility equipment; Loop 1 - 
	                            Yourself] Why do you/does NAME have 
	                            difficulty doing errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L1_11   [Lack of available transportation; Loop 1 - 
	                            Yourself] Why do you/does NAME have 
	                            difficulty doing errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L1_12   [Other, please specify:; Loop 1 - Yourself] 
	                            Why do you/does NAME have difficulty doing 
	                            errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L1_2    [Difficulty hearing; Loop 1 - Yourself] Why 
	                            do you/does NAME have difficulty doing 
	                            errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L1_3    [Difficulty remembering or concentrating; 
	                            Loop 1 - Yourself] Why do you/does NAME 
	                            have difficulty doing errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L1_4    [Difficulty understanding or being 
	                            understood; Loop 1 - Yourself] Why do 
	                            you/does NAME have difficulty doing errands 
	                            alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L1_5    [Difficulty learning; Loop 1 - Yourself] 
	                            Why do you/does NAME have difficulty doing 
	                            errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L1_6    [Difficulty moving around; Loop 1 - 
	                            Yourself] Why do you/does NAME have 
	                            difficulty doing errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L1_7    [Difficulty reaching, stretching, carrying, 
	                            or gripping; Loop 1 - Yourself] Why do 
	                            you/does NAME have difficulty doing errands 
	                            alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L1_8    [Lack of self-confidence or attitudes of 
	                            others; Loop 1 - Yourself] Why do you/does 
	                            NAME have difficulty doing errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L1_9    [Feeling anxious or nervous; Loop 1 - 
	                            Yourself] Why do you/does NAME have 
	                            difficulty doing errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L1_DK   [DON'T KNOW; Loop 1 - Yourself] Why do 
	                            you/does NAME have difficulty doing errands 
	                            alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L1_REF  [REFUSED; Loop 1 - Yourself] Why do 
	                            you/does NAME have difficulty doing errands 
	                            alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L1_SKP  [SKIPPED ON WEB; Loop 1 - Yourself] Why do 
	                            you/does NAME have difficulty doing errands 
	                            alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L2_1    [Difficulty seeing; Loop 2 - Selected HH 
	                            Member] Why do you/does NAME have 
	                            difficulty doing errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L2_10   [Lack of mobility equipment; Loop 2 - 
	                            Selected HH Member] Why do you/does NAME 
	                            have difficulty doing errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L2_11   [Lack of available transportation; Loop 2 - 
	                            Selected HH Member] Why do you/does NAME 
	                            have difficulty doing errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L2_12   [Other, please specify:; Loop 2 - Selected 
	                            HH Member] Why do you/does NAME have 
	                            difficulty doing errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L2_2    [Difficulty hearing; Loop 2 - Selected HH 
	                            Member] Why do you/does NAME have 
	                            difficulty doing errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L2_3    [Difficulty remembering or concentrating; 
	                            Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] Why do 
	                            you/does NAME have difficulty doing errands 
	                            alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L2_4    [Difficulty understanding or being 
	                            understood; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] 
	                            Why do you/does NAME have difficulty doing 
	                            errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L2_5    [Difficulty learning; Loop 2 - Selected HH 
	                            Member] Why do you/does NAME have 
	                            difficulty doing errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L2_6    [Difficulty moving around; Loop 2 - 
	                            Selected HH Member] Why do you/does NAME 
	                            have difficulty doing errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L2_7    [Difficulty reaching, stretching, carrying, 
	                            or gripping; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] 
	                            Why do you/does NAME have difficulty doing 
	                            errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L2_8    [Lack of self-confidence or attitudes of 
	                            others; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] Why do 
	                            you/does NAME have difficulty doing errands 
	                            alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L2_9    [Feeling anxious or nervous; Loop 2 - 
	                            Selected HH Member] Why do you/does NAME 
	                            have difficulty doing errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L2_DK   [DON'T KNOW; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] 
	                            Why do you/does NAME have difficulty doing 
	                            errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L2_REF  [REFUSED; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] Why 
	                            do you/does NAME have difficulty doing 
	                            errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L2_SKP  [SKIPPED ON WEB; Loop 2 - Selected HH 
	                            Member] Why do you/does NAME have 
	                            difficulty doing errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L3_1    [Difficulty seeing; Loop 3 - Selected HH 
	                            Member] Why do you/does NAME have 
	                            difficulty doing errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L3_10   [Lack of mobility equipment; Loop 3 - 
	                            Selected HH Member] Why do you/does NAME 
	                            have difficulty doing errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L3_11   [Lack of available transportation; Loop 3 - 
	                            Selected HH Member] Why do you/does NAME 
	                            have difficulty doing errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L3_12   [Other, please specify:; Loop 3 - Selected 
	                            HH Member] Why do you/does NAME have 
	                            difficulty doing errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L3_2    [Difficulty hearing; Loop 3 - Selected HH 
	                            Member] Why do you/does NAME have 
	                            difficulty doing errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L3_3    [Difficulty remembering or concentrating; 
	                            Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] Why do 
	                            you/does NAME have difficulty doing errands 
	                            alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L3_4    [Difficulty understanding or being 
	                            understood; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] 
	                            Why do you/does NAME have difficulty doing 
	                            errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L3_5    [Difficulty learning; Loop 3 - Selected HH 
	                            Member] Why do you/does NAME have 
	                            difficulty doing errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L3_6    [Difficulty moving around; Loop 3 - 
	                            Selected HH Member] Why do you/does NAME 
	                            have difficulty doing errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L3_7    [Difficulty reaching, stretching, carrying, 
	                            or gripping; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] 
	                            Why do you/does NAME have difficulty doing 
	                            errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L3_8    [Lack of self-confidence or attitudes of 
	                            others; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] Why do 
	                            you/does NAME have difficulty doing errands 
	                            alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L3_9    [Feeling anxious or nervous; Loop 3 - 
	                            Selected HH Member] Why do you/does NAME 
	                            have difficulty doing errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L3_DK   [DON'T KNOW; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] 
	                            Why do you/does NAME have difficulty doing 
	                            errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L3_REF  [REFUSED; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] Why 
	                            do you/does NAME have difficulty doing 
	                            errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_CATI_L3_SKP  [SKIPPED ON WEB; Loop 3 - Selected HH 
	                            Member] Why do you/does NAME have 
	                            difficulty doing errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L1_1      [Difficulty seeing; Loop 1 - Yourself] Why 
	                            do you/does NAME have difficulty doing 
	                            errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L1_10     [Lack of mobility equipment; Loop 1 - 
	                            Yourself] Why do you/does NAME have 
	                            difficulty doing errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L1_11     [Lack of available transportation; Loop 1 - 
	                            Yourself] Why do you/does NAME have 
	                            difficulty doing errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L1_12     [Other, please specify: Loop 1 - Yourself] 
	                            Why do you/does NAME have difficulty doing 
	                            errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L1_2      [Difficulty hearing; Loop 1 - Yourself] Why 
	                            do you/does NAME have difficulty doing 
	                            errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L1_3      [Difficulty remembering or concentrating; 
	                            Loop 1 - Yourself] Why do you/does NAME 
	                            have difficulty doing errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L1_4      [Difficulty understanding or being 
	                            understood; Loop 1 - Yourself] Why do 
	                            you/does NAME have difficulty doing errands 
	                            alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L1_5      [Difficulty learning; Loop 1 - Yourself] 
	                            Why do you/does NAME have difficulty doing 
	                            errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L1_6      [Difficulty moving around; Loop 1 - 
	                            Yourself] Why do you/does NAME have 
	                            difficulty doing errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L1_7      [Difficulty reaching, stretching, carrying, 
	                            or gripping; Loop 1 - Yourself] Why do 
	                            you/does NAME have difficulty doing errands 
	                            alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L1_8      [Lack of self-confidence or attitudes of 
	                            others; Loop 1 - Yourself] Why do you/does 
	                            NAME have difficulty doing errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L1_9      [Feeling anxious or nervous; Loop 1 - 
	                            Yourself] Why do you/does NAME have 
	                            difficulty doing errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L1_DK     [DON'T KNOW; Loop 1 - Yourself] Why do 
	                            you/does NAME have difficulty doing errands 
	                            alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L1_REF    [REFUSED; Loop 1 - Yourself] Why do 
	                            you/does NAME have difficulty doing errands 
	                            alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L1_SKP    [SKIPPED ON WEB; Loop 1 - Yourself] Why do 
	                            you/does NAME have difficulty doing errands 
	                            alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L2_1      [Difficulty seeing; Loop 2 - Selected HH 
	                            Member] Why do you/does NAME have 
	                            difficulty doing errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L2_10     [Lack of mobility equipment; Loop 2 - 
	                            Selected HH Member] Why do you/does NAME 
	                            have difficulty doing errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L2_11     [Lack of available transportation; Loop 2 - 
	                            Selected HH Member] Why do you/does NAME 
	                            have difficulty doing errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L2_12     [Other, please specify: Loop 2 - Selected 
	                            HH Member] Why do you/does NAME have 
	                            difficulty doing errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L2_2      [Difficulty hearing; Loop 2 - Selected HH 
	                            Member] Why do you/does NAME have 
	                            difficulty doing errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L2_3      [Difficulty remembering or concentrating; 
	                            Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] Why do 
	                            you/does NAME have difficulty doing errands 
	                            alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L2_4      [Difficulty understanding or being 
	                            understood; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] 
	                            Why do you/does NAME have difficulty doing 
	                            errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L2_5      [Difficulty learning; Loop 2 - Selected HH 
	                            Member] Why do you/does NAME have 
	                            difficulty doing errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L2_6      [Difficulty moving around; Loop 2 - 
	                            Selected HH Member] Why do you/does NAME 
	                            have difficulty doing errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L2_7      [Difficulty reaching, stretching, carrying, 
	                            or gripping; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] 
	                            Why do you/does NAME have difficulty doing 
	                            errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L2_8      [Lack of self-confidence or attitudes of 
	                            others; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] Why do 
	                            you/does NAME have difficulty doing errands 
	                            alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L2_9      [Feeling anxious or nervous; Loop 2 - 
	                            Selected HH Member] Why do you/does NAME 
	                            have difficulty doing errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L2_DK     [DON'T KNOW; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] 
	                            Why do you/does NAME have difficulty doing 
	                            errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L2_REF    [REFUSED; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] Why 
	                            do you/does NAME have difficulty doing 
	                            errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L2_SKP    [SKIPPED ON WEB; Loop 2 - Selected HH 
	                            Member] Why do you/does NAME have 
	                            difficulty doing errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L3_1      [Difficulty seeing; Loop 3 - Selected HH 
	                            Member] Why do you/does NAME have 
	                            difficulty doing errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L3_10     [Lack of mobility equipment; Loop 3 - 
	                            Selected HH Member] Why do you/does NAME 
	                            have difficulty doing errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L3_11     [Lack of available transportation; Loop 3 - 
	                            Selected HH Member] Why do you/does NAME 
	                            have difficulty doing errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L3_12     [Other, please specify: Loop 3 - Selected 
	                            HH Member] Why do you/does NAME have 
	                            difficulty doing errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L3_2      [Difficulty hearing; Loop 3 - Selected HH 
	                            Member] Why do you/does NAME have 
	                            difficulty doing errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L3_3      [Difficulty remembering or concentrating; 
	                            Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] Why do 
	                            you/does NAME have difficulty doing errands 
	                            alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L3_4      [Difficulty understanding or being 
	                            understood; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] 
	                            Why do you/does NAME have difficulty doing 
	                            errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L3_5      [Difficulty learning; Loop 3 - Selected HH 
	                            Member] Why do you/does NAME have 
	                            difficulty doing errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L3_6      [Difficulty moving around; Loop 3 - 
	                            Selected HH Member] Why do you/does NAME 
	                            have difficulty doing errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L3_7      [Difficulty reaching, stretching, carrying, 
	                            or gripping; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] 
	                            Why do you/does NAME have difficulty doing 
	                            errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L3_8      [Lack of self-confidence or attitudes of 
	                            others; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] Why do 
	                            you/does NAME have difficulty doing errands 
	                            alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L3_9      [Feeling anxious or nervous; Loop 3 - 
	                            Selected HH Member] Why do you/does NAME 
	                            have difficulty doing errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L3_DK     [DON'T KNOW; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] 
	                            Why do you/does NAME have difficulty doing 
	                            errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L3_REF    [REFUSED; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] Why 
	                            do you/does NAME have difficulty doing 
	                            errands alone? 
	PROBE_ERRANDFF_MP_L3_SKP    [SKIPPED ON WEB; Loop 3 - Selected HH 
	                            Member] Why do you/does NAME have 
	                            difficulty doing errands alone? 
	PROBE_INDEV_1               [HH Member - Row 1 - Yourself] Has a doctor 
	                            or other health professional ever told you 
	                            or any of the following individuals that 
	                            you or they have an intellectual or 
	                            developmental disability? 
	PROBE_INDEV_10              [HH Member - Row 10] Has a doctor or other 
	                            health professional ever told you or any of 
	                            the following individuals that you or they 
	                            have an intellectual or developmental 
	                            disability? 
	PROBE_INDEV_11              [None of the above] Has a doctor or other 
	                            health professional ever told you or any of 
	                            the following individuals that you or they 
	                            have an intellectual or developmental 
	                            disability? 
	PROBE_INDEV_2               [HH Member - Row 2] Has a doctor or other 
	                            health professional ever told you or any of 
	                            the following individuals that you or they 
	                            have an intellectual or developmental 
	                            disability? 
	PROBE_INDEV_3               [HH Member - Row 3] Has a doctor or other 
	                            health professional ever told you or any of 
	                            the following individuals that you or they 
	                            have an intellectual or developmental 
	                            disability? 
	PROBE_INDEV_4               [HH Member - Row 4] Has a doctor or other 
	                            health professional ever told you or any of 
	                            the following individuals that you or they 
	                            have an intellectual or developmental 
	                            disability? 
	PROBE_INDEV_5               [HH Member - Row 5] Has a doctor or other 
	                            health professional ever told you or any of 
	                            the following individuals that you or they 
	                            have an intellectual or developmental 
	                            disability? 
	PROBE_INDEV_6               [HH Member - Row 6] Has a doctor or other 
	                            health professional ever told you or any of 
	                            the following individuals that you or they 
	                            have an intellectual or developmental 
	                            disability? 
	PROBE_INDEV_7               [HH Member - Row 7] Has a doctor or other 
	                            health professional ever told you or any of 
	                            the following individuals that you or they 
	                            have an intellectual or developmental 
	                            disability? 
	PROBE_INDEV_8               [HH Member - Row 8] Has a doctor or other 
	                            health professional ever told you or any of 
	                            the following individuals that you or they 
	                            have an intellectual or developmental 
	                            disability? 
	PROBE_INDEV_9               [HH Member - Row 9] Has a doctor or other 
	                            health professional ever told you or any of 
	                            the following individuals that you or they 
	                            have an intellectual or developmental 
	                            disability? 
	PROBE_INDEV_DK              [DON'T KNOW] Has a doctor or other health 
	                            professional ever told you or any of the 
	                            following individuals that you or they have 
	                            an intellectual or developmental disability? 
	PROBE_INDEV_REF             [REFUSED] Has a doctor or other health 
	                            professional ever told you or any of the 
	                            following individuals that you or they have 
	                            an intellectual or developmental disability? 
	PROBE_INDEV_SKP             [SKIPPED ON WEB] Has a doctor or other 
	                            health professional ever told you or any of 
	                            the following individuals that you or they 
	                            have an intellectual or developmental 
	                            disability? 
	PROBE_LEARNWHY_CATI_L1_1    [Your/NAME's ability to learn in school or 
	                            college; Loop 1 - Yourself] When you 
	                            answered the previous question about 
	                            difficulty learning how [?], which of the 
	                            following were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_LEARNWHY_CATI_L1_2    [Your/NAME's ability to learn new tasks at 
	                            my/their work or job; Loop 1 - Yourself] 
	                            When you answered the previous question 
	                            about difficulty learning how [?], which of 
	                            the following were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_LEARNWHY_CATI_L1_3    [Your/NAME's ability to learn how to 
	                            perform day-to-day tasks around home; Loop 
	                            1 - Yourself] When you answered the 
	                            previous question about difficulty learning 
	                            how [?], which of the following were you 
	                            thinking about? 
	PROBE_LEARNWHY_CATI_L1_4    [Your/NAME's ability to learn a new hobby; 
	                            Loop 1 - Yourself] When you answered the 
	                            previous question about difficulty learning 
	                            how [?], which of the following were you 
	                            thinking about? 
	PROBE_LEARNWHY_CATI_L1_5    [Your/NAME's ability to learn how to use 
	                            new technology; Loop 1 - Yourself] When you 
	                            answered the previous question about 
	                            difficulty learning how [?], which of the 
	                            following were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_LEARNWHY_CATI_L1_6    [Some other difficulty learning, please 
	                            specify:; Loop 1 - Yourself] When you 
	                            answered the previous question about 
	                            difficulty learning how [?], which of the 
	                            following were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_LEARNWHY_CATI_L1_DK   [DON'T KNOW; Loop 1 - Yourself] When you 
	                            answered the previous question about 
	                            difficulty learning how [?], which of the 
	                            following were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_LEARNWHY_CATI_L1_REF  [REFUSED; Loop 1 - Yourself] When you 
	                            answered the previous question about 
	                            difficulty learning how [?], which of the 
	                            following were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_LEARNWHY_CATI_L1_SKP  [SKIPPED ON WEB; Loop 1 - Yourself] When 
	                            you answered the previous question about 
	                            difficulty learning how [?], which of the 
	                            following were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_LEARNWHY_CATI_L2_1    [Your/NAME's ability to learn in school or 
	                            college; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] When 
	                            you answered the previous question about 
	                            difficulty learning how [?], which of the 
	                            following were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_LEARNWHY_CATI_L2_2    [Your/NAME's ability to learn new tasks at 
	                            my/their work or job; Loop 2 - Selected HH 
	                            Member] When you answered the previous 
	                            question about difficulty learning how [?], 
	                            which of the following were you thinking 
	                            about? 
	PROBE_LEARNWHY_CATI_L2_3    [Your/NAME's ability to learn how to 
	                            perform day-to-day tasks around home; Loop 
	                            2 - Selected HH Member] When you answered 
	                            the previous question about difficulty 
	                            learning how [?], which of the following 
	                            were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_LEARNWHY_CATI_L2_4    [Your/NAME's ability to learn a new hobby; 
	                            Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] When you 
	                            answered the previous question about 
	                            difficulty learning how [?], which of the 
	                            following were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_LEARNWHY_CATI_L2_5    [Your/NAME's ability to learn how to use 
	                            new technology; Loop 2 - Selected HH 
	                            Member] When you answered the previous 
	                            question about difficulty learning how [?], 
	                            which of the following were you thinking 
	                            about? 
	PROBE_LEARNWHY_CATI_L2_6    [Some other difficulty learning, please 
	                            specify:; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] When 
	                            you answered the previous question about 
	                            difficulty learning how [?], which of the 
	                            following were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_LEARNWHY_CATI_L2_DK   [DON'T KNOW; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] 
	                            When you answered the previous question 
	                            about difficulty learning how [?], which of 
	                            the following were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_LEARNWHY_CATI_L2_REF  [REFUSED; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] When 
	                            you answered the previous question about 
	                            difficulty learning how [?], which of the 
	                            following were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_LEARNWHY_CATI_L2_SKP  [SKIPPED ON WEB; Loop 2 - Selected HH 
	                            Member] When you answered the previous 
	                            question about difficulty learning how [?], 
	                            which of the following were you thinking 
	                            about? 
	PROBE_LEARNWHY_CATI_L3_1    [Your/NAME's ability to learn in school or 
	                            college; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] When 
	                            you answered the previous question about 
	                            difficulty learning how [?], which of the 
	                            following were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_LEARNWHY_CATI_L3_2    [Your/NAME's ability to learn new tasks at 
	                            my/their work or job; Loop 3 - Selected HH 
	                            Member] When you answered the previous 
	                            question about difficulty learning how [?], 
	                            which of the following were you thinking 
	                            about? 
	PROBE_LEARNWHY_CATI_L3_3    [Your/NAME's ability to learn how to 
	                            perform day-to-day tasks around home; Loop 
	                            3 - Selected HH Member] When you answered 
	                            the previous question about difficulty 
	                            learning how [?], which of the following 
	                            were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_LEARNWHY_CATI_L3_4    [Your/NAME's ability to learn a new hobby; 
	                            Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] When you 
	                            answered the previous question about 
	                            difficulty learning how [?], which of the 
	                            following were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_LEARNWHY_CATI_L3_5    [Your/NAME's ability to learn how to use 
	                            new technology; Loop 3 - Selected HH 
	                            Member] When you answered the previous 
	                            question about difficulty learning how [?], 
	                            which of the following were you thinking 
	                            about? 
	PROBE_LEARNWHY_CATI_L3_6    [Some other difficulty learning, please 
	                            specify:; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] When 
	                            you answered the previous question about 
	                            difficulty learning how [?], which of the 
	                            following were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_LEARNWHY_CATI_L3_DK   [DON'T KNOW; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] 
	                            When you answered the previous question 
	                            about difficulty learning how [?], which of 
	                            the following were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_LEARNWHY_CATI_L3_REF  [REFUSED; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] When 
	                            you answered the previous question about 
	                            difficulty learning how [?], which of the 
	                            following were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_LEARNWHY_CATI_L3_SKP  [SKIPPED ON WEB; Loop 3 - Selected HH 
	                            Member] When you answered the previous 
	                            question about difficulty learning how [?], 
	                            which of the following were you thinking 
	                            about? 
	PROBE_LEARNWHY_MP_L1_1      [My/NAME's ability to learn in school or 
	                            college; Loop 1 - Yourself] When you 
	                            answered the previous question about 
	                            difficulty learning how [?], which of the 
	                            following were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_LEARNWHY_MP_L1_2      [My/NAME's ability to learn new tasks at 
	                            my/their work or job; Loop 1 - Yourself] 
	                            When you answered the previous question 
	                            about difficulty learning how [?], which of 
	                            the following were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_LEARNWHY_MP_L1_3      [My/NAME's ability to learn how to perform 
	                            day-to-day tasks around home; Loop 1 - 
	                            Yourself] When you answered the previous 
	                            question about difficulty learning how [?], 
	                            which of the following were you thinking 
	                            about? 
	PROBE_LEARNWHY_MP_L1_4      [My/NAME's ability to learn a new hobby; 
	                            Loop 1 - Yourself] When you answered the 
	                            previous question about difficulty learning 
	                            how [?], which of the following were you 
	                            thinking about? 
	PROBE_LEARNWHY_MP_L1_5      [My/NAME's ability to learn how to use new 
	                            technology; Loop 1 - Yourself] When you 
	                            answered the previous question about 
	                            difficulty learning how [?], which of the 
	                            following were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_LEARNWHY_MP_L1_6      [Some other difficulty learning, please 
	                            specify:; Loop 1 - Yourself] When you 
	                            answered the previous question about 
	                            difficulty learning how [?], which of the 
	                            following were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_LEARNWHY_MP_L1_DK     [DON'T KNOW; Loop 1 - Yourself] When you 
	                            answered the previous question about 
	                            difficulty learning how [?], which of the 
	                            following were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_LEARNWHY_MP_L1_REF    [REFUSED; Loop 1 - Yourself] When you 
	                            answered the previous question about 
	                            difficulty learning how [?], which of the 
	                            following were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_LEARNWHY_MP_L1_SKP    [SKIPPED ON WEB; Loop 1 - Yourself] When 
	                            you answered the previous question about 
	                            difficulty learning how [?], which of the 
	                            following were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_LEARNWHY_MP_L2_1      [My/NAME's ability to learn in school or 
	                            college; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] When 
	                            you answered the previous question about 
	                            difficulty learning how [?], which of the 
	                            following were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_LEARNWHY_MP_L2_2      [My/NAME's ability to learn new tasks at 
	                            my/their work or job; Loop 2 - Selected HH 
	                            Member] When you answered the previous 
	                            question about difficulty learning how [?], 
	                            which of the following were you thinking 
	                            about? 
	PROBE_LEARNWHY_MP_L2_3      [My/NAME's ability to learn how to perform 
	                            day-to-day tasks around home; Loop 2 - 
	                            Selected HH Member] When you answered the 
	                            previous question about difficulty learning 
	                            how [?], which of the following were you 
	                            thinking about? 
	PROBE_LEARNWHY_MP_L2_4      [My/NAME's ability to learn a new hobby; 
	                            Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] When you 
	                            answered the previous question about 
	                            difficulty learning how [?], which of the 
	                            following were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_LEARNWHY_MP_L2_5      [My/NAME's ability to learn how to use new 
	                            technology; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] 
	                            When you answered the previous question 
	                            about difficulty learning how [?], which of 
	                            the following were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_LEARNWHY_MP_L2_6      [Some other difficulty learning, please 
	                            specify:; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] When 
	                            you answered the previous question about 
	                            difficulty learning how [?], which of the 
	                            following were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_LEARNWHY_MP_L2_DK     [DON'T KNOW; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] 
	                            When you answered the previous question 
	                            about difficulty learning how [?], which of 
	                            the following were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_LEARNWHY_MP_L2_REF    [REFUSED; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] When 
	                            you answered the previous question about 
	                            difficulty learning how [?], which of the 
	                            following were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_LEARNWHY_MP_L2_SKP    [SKIPPED ON WEB; Loop 2 - Selected HH 
	                            Member] When you answered the previous 
	                            question about difficulty learning how [?], 
	                            which of the following were you thinking 
	                            about? 
	PROBE_LEARNWHY_MP_L3_1      [My/NAME's ability to learn in school or 
	                            college; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] When 
	                            you answered the previous question about 
	                            difficulty learning how [?], which of the 
	                            following were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_LEARNWHY_MP_L3_2      [My/NAME's ability to learn new tasks at 
	                            my/their work or job; Loop 3 - Selected HH 
	                            Member] When you answered the previous 
	                            question about difficulty learning how [?], 
	                            which of the following were you thinking 
	                            about? 
	PROBE_LEARNWHY_MP_L3_3      [My/NAME's ability to learn how to perform 
	                            day-to-day tasks around home; Loop 3 - 
	                            Selected HH Member] When you answered the 
	                            previous question about difficulty learning 
	                            how [?], which of the following were you 
	                            thinking about? 
	PROBE_LEARNWHY_MP_L3_4      [My/NAME's ability to learn a new hobby; 
	                            Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] When you 
	                            answered the previous question about 
	                            difficulty learning how [?], which of the 
	                            following were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_LEARNWHY_MP_L3_5      [My/NAME's ability to learn how to use new 
	                            technology; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] 
	                            When you answered the previous question 
	                            about difficulty learning how [?], which of 
	                            the following were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_LEARNWHY_MP_L3_6      [Some other difficulty learning, please 
	                            specify:; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] When 
	                            you answered the previous question about 
	                            difficulty learning how [?], which of the 
	                            following were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_LEARNWHY_MP_L3_DK     [DON'T KNOW; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] 
	                            When you answered the previous question 
	                            about difficulty learning how [?], which of 
	                            the following were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_LEARNWHY_MP_L3_REF    [REFUSED; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] When 
	                            you answered the previous question about 
	                            difficulty learning how [?], which of the 
	                            following were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_LEARNWHY_MP_L3_SKP    [SKIPPED ON WEB; Loop 3 - Selected HH 
	                            Member] When you answered the previous 
	                            question about difficulty learning how [?], 
	                            which of the following were you thinking 
	                            about? 
	PROBE_OPD_A_1               [I dislike taking medication; I'm not a 
	                            pill person] Please select the statements, 
	                            if any, which apply to you. 
	PROBE_OPD_A_2               [I have only taken opioid pills briefly to 
	                            help recover from injury or medical 
	                            surgery] Please select the statements, if 
	                            any, which apply to you. 
	PROBE_OPD_A_3               [I have pain that requires me to take 
	                            opioid pain medication] Please select the 
	                            statements, if any, which apply to you. 
	PROBE_OPD_A_4               [I use opioid pain relievers responsibly] 
	                            Please select the statements, if any, which 
	                            apply to you. 
	PROBE_OPD_A_5               [I'm addicted or used to be addicted to 
	                            opioids] Please select the statements, if 
	                            any, which apply to you. 
	PROBE_OPD_A_6               [I have heard about the opioid crisis in 
	                            the news] Please select the statements, if 
	                            any, which apply to you. 
	PROBE_OPD_A_7               [I know someone who has been hurt by opioid 
	                            pain medication] Please select the 
	                            statements, if any, which apply to you. 
	PROBE_OPD_A_8               [I'm not sure what an opioid is] Please 
	                            select the statements, if any, which apply 
	                            to you. 
	PROBE_OPD_A_DK              [DON'T KNOW] Please select the statements, 
	                            if any, which apply to you. 
	PROBE_OPD_A_REF             [REFUSED] Please select the statements, if 
	                            any, which apply to you. 
	PROBE_OPD_A_SKP             [SKIPPED ON WEB] Please select the 
	                            statements, if any, which apply to you. 
	PROBE_OPD_B_A               [I dislike taking medication; I'm not a 
	                            pill person] Please select the statements, 
	                            if any, which apply to you. 
	PROBE_OPD_B_B               [I have only taken opioid pills briefly to 
	                            help recover from injury or medical 
	                            surgery] Please select the statements, if 
	                            any, which apply to you. 
	PROBE_OPD_B_C               [I have pain that requires me to take 
	                            opioid pain medication] Please select the 
	                            statements, if any, which apply to you. 
	PROBE_OPD_B_D               [I use opioid pain relievers responsibly] 
	                            Please select the statements, if any, which 
	                            apply to you. 
	PROBE_OPD_B_E               [I'm addicted or used to be addicted to 
	                            opioids] Please select the statements, if 
	                            any, which apply to you. 
	PROBE_OPD_B_F               [I have heard about the opioid crisis in 
	                            the news] Please select the statements, if 
	                            any, which apply to you. 
	PROBE_OPD_B_G               [I know someone who has been hurt by opioid 
	                            pain medication] Please select the 
	                            statements, if any, which apply to you. 
	PROBE_OPD_B_H               [I'm not sure what an opioid is] Please 
	                            select the statements, if any, which apply 
	                            to you. 
	PROBE_SPECAGE_L1_1          [personal care needs, such as eating, 
	                            bathing, dressing, or getting around inside 
	                            the home; Loop 1 - Yourself] Which of these 
	                            difficulties began before age 22? 
	PROBE_SPECAGE_L1_2          [walking or climbing steps; Loop 1 - 
	                            Yourself] Which of these difficulties began 
	                            before age 22? 
	PROBE_SPECAGE_L1_3          [communicating, for example, understanding 
	                            or being understood; Loop 1 - Yourself] 
	                            Which of these difficulties began before 
	                            age 22? 
	PROBE_SPECAGE_L1_4          [remembering or concentrating; Loop 1 - 
	                            Yourself] Which of these difficulties began 
	                            before age 22? 
	PROBE_SPECAGE_L1_5          [doing errands alone; Loop 1 - Yourself] 
	                            Which of these difficulties began before 
	                            age 22? 
	PROBE_SPECAGE_L1_6          [learning how to do things most people 
	                            your/their age can learn; Loop 1 - 
	                            Yourself] Which of these difficulties began 
	                            before age 22? 
	PROBE_SPECAGE_L1_DK         [DON'T KNOW; Loop 1 - Yourself] Which of 
	                            these difficulties began before age 22? 
	PROBE_SPECAGE_L1_REF        [REFUSED; Loop 1 - Yourself] Which of these 
	                            difficulties began before age 22? 
	PROBE_SPECAGE_L1_SKP        [SKIPPED ON WEB; Loop 1 - Yourself] Which 
	                            of these difficulties began before age 22? 
	PROBE_SPECAGE_L2_1          [personal care needs, such as eating, 
	                            bathing, dressing, or getting around inside 
	                            the home; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] 
	                            Which of these difficulties began before 
	                            age 22? 
	PROBE_SPECAGE_L2_2          [walking or climbing steps; Loop 2 - 
	                            Selected HH Member] Which of these 
	                            difficulties began before age 22? 
	PROBE_SPECAGE_L2_3          [communicating, for example, understanding 
	                            or being understood; Loop 2 - Selected HH 
	                            Member] Which of these difficulties began 
	                            before age 22? 
	PROBE_SPECAGE_L2_4          [remembering or concentrating; Loop 2 - 
	                            Selected HH Member] Which of these 
	                            difficulties began before age 22? 
	PROBE_SPECAGE_L2_5          [doing errands alone; Loop 2 - Selected HH 
	                            Member] Which of these difficulties began 
	                            before age 22? 
	PROBE_SPECAGE_L2_6          [learning how to do things most people 
	                            your/their age can learn; Loop 2 - Selected 
	                            HH Member] Which of these difficulties 
	                            began before age 22? 
	PROBE_SPECAGE_L2_DK         [DON'T KNOW; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] 
	                            Which of these difficulties began before 
	                            age 22? 
	PROBE_SPECAGE_L2_REF        [REFUSED; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] 
	                            Which of these difficulties began before 
	                            age 22? 
	PROBE_SPECAGE_L2_SKP        [SKIPPED ON WEB; Loop 2 - Selected HH 
	                            Member] Which of these difficulties began 
	                            before age 22? 
	PROBE_SPECAGE_L3_1          [personal care needs, such as eating, 
	                            bathing, dressing, or getting around inside 
	                            the home; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] 
	                            Which of these difficulties began before 
	                            age 22? 
	PROBE_SPECAGE_L3_2          [walking or climbing steps; Loop 3 - 
	                            Selected HH Member] Which of these 
	                            difficulties began before age 22? 
	PROBE_SPECAGE_L3_3          [communicating, for example, understanding 
	                            or being understood; Loop 3 - Selected HH 
	                            Member] Which of these difficulties began 
	                            before age 22? 
	PROBE_SPECAGE_L3_4          [remembering or concentrating; Loop 3 - 
	                            Selected HH Member] Which of these 
	                            difficulties began before age 22? 
	PROBE_SPECAGE_L3_5          [doing errands alone; Loop 3 - Selected HH 
	                            Member] Which of these difficulties began 
	                            before age 22? 
	PROBE_SPECAGE_L3_6          [learning how to do things most people 
	                            your/their age can learn; Loop 3 - Selected 
	                            HH Member] Which of these difficulties 
	                            began before age 22? 
	PROBE_SPECAGE_L3_DK         [DON'T KNOW; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] 
	                            Which of these difficulties began before 
	                            age 22? 
	PROBE_SPECAGE_L3_REF        [REFUSED; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] 
	                            Which of these difficulties began before 
	                            age 22? 
	PROBE_SPECAGE_L3_SKP        [SKIPPED ON WEB; Loop 3 - Selected HH 
	                            Member] Which of these difficulties began 
	                            before age 22? 
	PROBE_THNKMEMA_1_TIME       Time on Screen (in seconds) for 
	                            PROBE_THNKMEMA - Loop 1 - Yourself 
	PROBE_THNKMEMA_2_TIME       Time on Screen (in seconds) for 
	                            PROBE_THNKMEMA - Loop 2 - Selected HH Member 
	PROBE_THNKMEMA_3_TIME       Time on Screen (in seconds) for 
	                            PROBE_THNKMEMA - Loop 3 - Selected HH Member 
	PROBE_THNKMEMB_1_TIME       Time on Screen (in seconds) for 
	                            PROBE_THNKMEMB - Loop 1 - Yourself 
	PROBE_THNKMEMB_2_TIME       Time on Screen (in seconds) for 
	                            PROBE_THNKMEMB - Loop 2 - Selected HH Member 
	PROBE_THNKMEMB_3_TIME       Time on Screen (in seconds) for 
	                            PROBE_THNKMEMB - Loop 3 - Selected HH Member 
	PROBE_THNKMEM_A_L1_1        [Forgetting to do household tasks; Loop 1 - 
	                            Yourself] When answering the previous 
	                            question about your/their problems with 
	                            thinking or memory, which of the following 
	                            were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_THNKMEM_A_L1_2        [Misplacing small items, such as keys and 
	                            wallets; Loop 1 - Yourself] When answering 
	                            the previous question about your/their 
	                            problems with thinking or memory, which of 
	                            the following were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_THNKMEM_A_L1_3        [Forgetting people's names; Loop 1 - 
	                            Yourself] When answering the previous 
	                            question about your/their problems with 
	                            thinking or memory, which of the following 
	                            were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_THNKMEM_A_L1_4        [Forgetting your/their own name; Loop 1 - 
	                            Yourself] When answering the previous 
	                            question about your/their problems with 
	                            thinking or memory, which of the following 
	                            were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_THNKMEM_A_L1_5        [Ability to reason or use logic; Loop 1 - 
	                            Yourself] When answering the previous 
	                            question about your/their problems with 
	                            thinking or memory, which of the following 
	                            were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_THNKMEM_A_L1_6        [Making decisions that seem uninformed or 
	                            impulsive; Loop 1 - Yourself] When 
	                            answering the previous question about 
	                            your/their problems with thinking or 
	                            memory, which of the following were you 
	                            thinking about? 
	PROBE_THNKMEM_A_L1_7        [Something else, please specify; Loop 1 - 
	                            Yourself] When answering the previous 
	                            question about your/their problems with 
	                            thinking or memory, which of the following 
	                            were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_THNKMEM_A_L1_DK       [DON'T KNOW; Loop 1 - Yourself] When 
	                            answering the previous question about 
	                            your/their problems with thinking or 
	                            memory, which of the following were you 
	                            thinking about? 
	PROBE_THNKMEM_A_L1_REF      [REFUSED; Loop 1 - Yourself] When answering 
	                            the previous question about your/their 
	                            problems with thinking or memory, which of 
	                            the following were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_THNKMEM_A_L1_SKP      [SKIPPED ON WEB; Loop 1 - Yourself] When 
	                            answering the previous question about 
	                            your/their problems with thinking or 
	                            memory, which of the following were you 
	                            thinking about? 
	PROBE_THNKMEM_A_L2_1        [Forgetting to do household tasks; Loop 2 - 
	                            Selected HH Member] When answering the 
	                            previous question about your/their problems 
	                            with thinking or memory, which of the 
	                            following were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_THNKMEM_A_L2_2        [Misplacing small items, such as keys and 
	                            wallets; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] When 
	                            answering the previous question about 
	                            your/their problems with thinking or 
	                            memory, which of the following were you 
	                            thinking about? 
	PROBE_THNKMEM_A_L2_3        [Forgetting people's names; Loop 2 - 
	                            Selected HH Member] When answering the 
	                            previous question about your/their problems 
	                            with thinking or memory, which of the 
	                            following were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_THNKMEM_A_L2_4        [Forgetting your/their own name; Loop 2 - 
	                            Selected HH Member] When answering the 
	                            previous question about your/their problems 
	                            with thinking or memory, which of the 
	                            following were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_THNKMEM_A_L2_5        [Ability to reason or use logic; Loop 2 - 
	                            Selected HH Member] When answering the 
	                            previous question about your/their problems 
	                            with thinking or memory, which of the 
	                            following were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_THNKMEM_A_L2_6        [Making decisions that seem uninformed or 
	                            impulsive; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] 
	                            When answering the previous question about 
	                            your/their problems with thinking or 
	                            memory, which of the following were you 
	                            thinking about? 
	PROBE_THNKMEM_A_L2_7        [Something else, please specify; Loop 2 - 
	                            Selected HH Member] When answering the 
	                            previous question about your/their problems 
	                            with thinking or memory, which of the 
	                            following were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_THNKMEM_A_L2_DK       [DON'T KNOW; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] 
	                            When answering the previous question about 
	                            your/their problems with thinking or 
	                            memory, which of the following were you 
	                            thinking about? 
	PROBE_THNKMEM_A_L2_REF      [REFUSED; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] When 
	                            answering the previous question about 
	                            your/their problems with thinking or 
	                            memory, which of the following were you 
	                            thinking about? 
	PROBE_THNKMEM_A_L2_SKP      [SKIPPED ON WEB; Loop 2 - Selected HH 
	                            Member] When answering the previous 
	                            question about your/their problems with 
	                            thinking or memory, which of the following 
	                            were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_THNKMEM_A_L3_1        [Forgetting to do household tasks; Loop 3 - 
	                            Selected HH Member] When answering the 
	                            previous question about your/their problems 
	                            with thinking or memory, which of the 
	                            following were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_THNKMEM_A_L3_2        [Misplacing small items, such as keys and 
	                            wallets; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] When 
	                            answering the previous question about 
	                            your/their problems with thinking or 
	                            memory, which of the following were you 
	                            thinking about? 
	PROBE_THNKMEM_A_L3_3        [Forgetting people's names; Loop 3 - 
	                            Selected HH Member] When answering the 
	                            previous question about your/their problems 
	                            with thinking or memory, which of the 
	                            following were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_THNKMEM_A_L3_4        [Forgetting your/their own name; Loop 3 - 
	                            Selected HH Member] When answering the 
	                            previous question about your/their problems 
	                            with thinking or memory, which of the 
	                            following were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_THNKMEM_A_L3_5        [Ability to reason or use logic; Loop 3 - 
	                            Selected HH Member] When answering the 
	                            previous question about your/their problems 
	                            with thinking or memory, which of the 
	                            following were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_THNKMEM_A_L3_6        [Making decisions that seem uninformed or 
	                            impulsive; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] 
	                            When answering the previous question about 
	                            your/their problems with thinking or 
	                            memory, which of the following were you 
	                            thinking about? 
	PROBE_THNKMEM_A_L3_7        [Something else, please specify; Loop 3 - 
	                            Selected HH Member] When answering the 
	                            previous question about your/their problems 
	                            with thinking or memory, which of the 
	                            following were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_THNKMEM_A_L3_DK       [DON'T KNOW; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] 
	                            When answering the previous question about 
	                            your/their problems with thinking or 
	                            memory, which of the following were you 
	                            thinking about? 
	PROBE_THNKMEM_A_L3_REF      [REFUSED; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] When 
	                            answering the previous question about 
	                            your/their problems with thinking or 
	                            memory, which of the following were you 
	                            thinking about? 
	PROBE_THNKMEM_A_L3_SKP      [SKIPPED ON WEB; Loop 3 - Selected HH 
	                            Member] When answering the previous 
	                            question about your/their problems with 
	                            thinking or memory, which of the following 
	                            were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_THNKMEM_B_A_L1        [Forgetting to do household tasks; Loop 1 - 
	                            Yourself] When answering the previous 
	                            question about your/their problems with 
	                            thinking or memory, which of the following 
	                            were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_THNKMEM_B_A_L2        [Forgetting to do household tasks; Loop 2 - 
	                            Selected HH Member] When answering the 
	                            previous question about your/their problems 
	                            with thinking or memory, which of the 
	                            following were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_THNKMEM_B_A_L3        [Forgetting to do household tasks; Loop 3 - 
	                            Selected HH Member] When answering the 
	                            previous question about your/their problems 
	                            with thinking or memory, which of the 
	                            following were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_THNKMEM_B_B_L1        [Misplacing small items, such as keys and 
	                            wallets; Loop 1 - Yourself] When answering 
	                            the previous question about your/their 
	                            problems with thinking or memory, which of 
	                            the following were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_THNKMEM_B_B_L2        [Misplacing small items, such as keys and 
	                            wallets; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] When 
	                            answering the previous question about 
	                            your/their problems with thinking or 
	                            memory, which of the following were you 
	                            thinking about? 
	PROBE_THNKMEM_B_B_L3        [Misplacing small items, such as keys and 
	                            wallets; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] When 
	                            answering the previous question about 
	                            your/their problems with thinking or 
	                            memory, which of the following were you 
	                            thinking about? 
	PROBE_THNKMEM_B_C_L1        [Forgetting people's names; Loop 1 - 
	                            Yourself] When answering the previous 
	                            question about your/their problems with 
	                            thinking or memory, which of the following 
	                            were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_THNKMEM_B_C_L2        [Forgetting people's names; Loop 2 - 
	                            Selected HH Member] When answering the 
	                            previous question about your/their problems 
	                            with thinking or memory, which of the 
	                            following were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_THNKMEM_B_C_L3        [Forgetting people's names; Loop 3 - 
	                            Selected HH Member] When answering the 
	                            previous question about your/their problems 
	                            with thinking or memory, which of the 
	                            following were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_THNKMEM_B_D_L1        [Forgetting your/their own name; Loop 1 - 
	                            Yourself] When answering the previous 
	                            question about your/their problems with 
	                            thinking or memory, which of the following 
	                            were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_THNKMEM_B_D_L2        [Forgetting your/their own name; Loop 2 - 
	                            Selected HH Member] When answering the 
	                            previous question about your/their problems 
	                            with thinking or memory, which of the 
	                            following were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_THNKMEM_B_D_L3        [Forgetting your/their own name; Loop 3 - 
	                            Selected HH Member] When answering the 
	                            previous question about your/their problems 
	                            with thinking or memory, which of the 
	                            following were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_THNKMEM_B_E_L1        [Ability to reason or use logic; Loop 1 - 
	                            Yourself] When answering the previous 
	                            question about your/their problems with 
	                            thinking or memory, which of the following 
	                            were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_THNKMEM_B_E_L2        [Ability to reason or use logic; Loop 2 - 
	                            Selected HH Member] When answering the 
	                            previous question about your/their problems 
	                            with thinking or memory, which of the 
	                            following were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_THNKMEM_B_E_L3        [Ability to reason or use logic; Loop 3 - 
	                            Selected HH Member] When answering the 
	                            previous question about your/their problems 
	                            with thinking or memory, which of the 
	                            following were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_THNKMEM_B_F_L1        [Making decisions that seem uninformed or 
	                            impulsive; Loop 1 - Yourself] When 
	                            answering the previous question about 
	                            your/their problems with thinking or 
	                            memory, which of the following were you 
	                            thinking about? 
	PROBE_THNKMEM_B_F_L2        [Making decisions that seem uninformed or 
	                            impulsive; Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] 
	                            When answering the previous question about 
	                            your/their problems with thinking or 
	                            memory, which of the following were you 
	                            thinking about? 
	PROBE_THNKMEM_B_F_L3        [Making decisions that seem uninformed or 
	                            impulsive; Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] 
	                            When answering the previous question about 
	                            your/their problems with thinking or 
	                            memory, which of the following were you 
	                            thinking about? 
	PROBE_THNKMEM_B_G_L1        [Something else, please specify; Loop 1 - 
	                            Yourself] When answering the previous 
	                            question about your/their problems with 
	                            thinking or memory, which of the following 
	                            were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_THNKMEM_B_G_L2        [Something else, please specify; Loop 2 - 
	                            Selected HH Member] When answering the 
	                            previous question about your/their problems 
	                            with thinking or memory, which of the 
	                            following were you thinking about? 
	PROBE_THNKMEM_B_G_L3        [Something else, please specify; Loop 3 - 
	                            Selected HH Member] When answering the 
	                            previous question about your/their problems 
	                            with thinking or memory, which of the 
	                            following were you thinking about? 
	P_COMMIT                    DATA ONLY: Determines Presentation of COMMIT 
	P_OPEN                      DATA ONLY: Determines Presentation of 
	                            Multi-Punch or Open-End Probes 
	P_PROBEEXP                  DATA ONLY: Determines Presentation of 
	                            Multi-Punch or Grid Probes 
	QUAL                        DATA-ONLY VARIABLE: QUAL 
	RACETHNICITY                Combined Race/Ethnicity 
	REGION4                     4-level region 
	REGION9                     9-level region 
	RND_00                      DATA ONLY: Programming Variable Determines 
	                            Presentation Order of OPIOID1 and OPD12M 
	ROW10_AGE                   [HH Age - Row 10] Starting with yourself, 
	                            please list the names of all the people who 
	                            live in your household and indicate your 
	                            relationship to them. 
	ROW10_GENDER                [HH Gender - Row 10] Starting with 
	                            yourself, please list the names of all the 
	                            people who live in your household and 
	                            indicate your relationship to them. 
	ROW10_RELATIONSHIP          [HH Relationship - Row 10] Starting with 
	                            yourself, please list the names of all the 
	                            people who live in your household and 
	                            indicate your relationship to them. 
	ROW2_AGE                    [HH Age - Row 2] Starting with yourself, 
	                            please list the names of all the people who 
	                            live in your household and indicate your 
	                            relationship to them. 
	ROW2_GENDER                 [HH Gender - Row 2] Starting with yourself, 
	                            please list the names of all the people who 
	                            live in your household and indicate your 
	                            relationship to them. 
	ROW2_RELATIONSHIP           [HH Relationship - Row 2] Starting with 
	                            yourself, please list the names of all the 
	                            people who live in your household and 
	                            indicate your relationship to them. 
	ROW3_AGE                    [HH Age - Row 3] Starting with yourself, 
	                            please list the names of all the people who 
	                            live in your household and indicate your 
	                            relationship to them. 
	ROW3_GENDER                 [HH Gender - Row 3] Starting with yourself, 
	                            please list the names of all the people who 
	                            live in your household and indicate your 
	                            relationship to them. 
	ROW3_RELATIONSHIP           [HH Relationship - Row 3] Starting with 
	                            yourself, please list the names of all the 
	                            people who live in your household and 
	                            indicate your relationship to them. 
	ROW4_AGE                    [HH Age - Row 4] Starting with yourself, 
	                            please list the names of all the people who 
	                            live in your household and indicate your 
	                            relationship to them. 
	ROW4_GENDER                 [HH Gender - Row 4] Starting with yourself, 
	                            please list the names of all the people who 
	                            live in your household and indicate your 
	                            relationship to them. 
	ROW4_RELATIONSHIP           [HH Relationship - Row 4] Starting with 
	                            yourself, please list the names of all the 
	                            people who live in your household and 
	                            indicate your relationship to them. 
	ROW5_AGE                    [HH Age - Row 5] Starting with yourself, 
	                            please list the names of all the people who 
	                            live in your household and indicate your 
	                            relationship to them. 
	ROW5_GENDER                 [HH Gender - Row 5] Starting with yourself, 
	                            please list the names of all the people who 
	                            live in your household and indicate your 
	                            relationship to them. 
	ROW5_RELATIONSHIP           [HH Relationship - Row 5] Starting with 
	                            yourself, please list the names of all the 
	                            people who live in your household and 
	                            indicate your relationship to them. 
	ROW6_AGE                    [HH Age - Row 6] Starting with yourself, 
	                            please list the names of all the people who 
	                            live in your household and indicate your 
	                            relationship to them. 
	ROW6_GENDER                 [HH Gender - Row 6] Starting with yourself, 
	                            please list the names of all the people who 
	                            live in your household and indicate your 
	                            relationship to them. 
	ROW6_RELATIONSHIP           [HH Relationship - Row 6] Starting with 
	                            yourself, please list the names of all the 
	                            people who live in your household and 
	                            indicate your relationship to them. 
	ROW7_AGE                    [HH Age - Row 7] Starting with yourself, 
	                            please list the names of all the people who 
	                            live in your household and indicate your 
	                            relationship to them. 
	ROW7_GENDER                 [HH Gender - Row 7] Starting with yourself, 
	                            please list the names of all the people who 
	                            live in your household and indicate your 
	                            relationship to them. 
	ROW7_RELATIONSHIP           [HH Relationship - Row 7] Starting with 
	                            yourself, please list the names of all the 
	                            people who live in your household and 
	                            indicate your relationship to them. 
	ROW8_AGE                    [HH Age - Row 8] Starting with yourself, 
	                            please list the names of all the people who 
	                            live in your household and indicate your 
	                            relationship to them. 
	ROW8_GENDER                 [HH Gender - Row 8] Starting with yourself, 
	                            please list the names of all the people who 
	                            live in your household and indicate your 
	                            relationship to them. 
	ROW8_RELATIONSHIP           [HH Relationship - Row 8] Starting with 
	                            yourself, please list the names of all the 
	                            people who live in your household and 
	                            indicate your relationship to them. 
	ROW9_AGE                    [HH Age - Row 9] Starting with yourself, 
	                            please list the names of all the people who 
	                            live in your household and indicate your 
	                            relationship to them. 
	ROW9_GENDER                 [HH Gender - Row 9] Starting with yourself, 
	                            please list the names of all the people who 
	                            live in your household and indicate your 
	                            relationship to them. 
	ROW9_RELATIONSHIP           [HH Relationship - Row 9] Starting with 
	                            yourself, please list the names of all the 
	                            people who live in your household and 
	                            indicate your relationship to them. 
	RX12M                       At any time in the past 12 months, did you 
	                            take prescription medication? 
	SMKEV                       Have you smoked at least 100 cigarettes in 
	                            your entire life? 
	SMKNOW                      Do you now smoke cigarettes every day, some 
	                            days, or not at all? 
	SOCERRNDS_L1                [Loop 1 - Yourself] Because of a physical, 
	                            mental, or emotional problem, do you/does 
	                            NAME have difficulty doing errands alone 
	                            such as visiting a doctor's office or 
	                            shopping? 
	SOCERRNDS_L2                [Loop 2 - Selected HH Member] Because of a 
	                            physical, mental, or emotional problem, do 
	                            you/does NAME have difficulty doing errands 
	                            alone such as visiting a doctor's office or 
	                            shopping? 
	SOCERRNDS_L3                [Loop 3 - Selected HH Member] Because of a 
	                            physical, mental, or emotional problem, do 
	                            you/does NAME have difficulty doing errands 
	                            alone such as visiting a doctor's office or 
	                            shopping? 
	STATE                       State 
	SURV_MODE                   Survey interview mode (online or phone) 
	S_BASEWEIGHT                DATA ONLY: Statistical Variable - Panel 
	                            baseweight based on panel recruitment 
	S_INVPROB                   DATA ONLY: Statistical Variable - Inverse 
	                            probability of selection into specific 
	                            study survey 
	S_INVPROB_WEB               DATA ONLY: Statistical Variable - Inverse 
	                            probability of selection for Web-only 
	                            panelists in study survey 
	S_NRFU                      DATA ONLY: Statistical Variable - Numeric 
	                            variable to identify NRFU status of 
	                            panelist (1: NRFU, 0: Non-NRFU) 
	S_VPSU                      DATA ONLY: Statistical Variable - Numeric 
	                            variable to identify cluster of panelist 
	S_VSTRAT                    DATA ONLY: Statistical Variable - Numeric 
	                            variable to identify strata of panelist 
	S_VSTRAT_SAMP               DATA ONLY: Statistical Variable - Sampling 
	                            strata (1-48) 
	TOTALTIME_AGEONSET_1        Time on Screen (in seconds) for AGEONSET - 
	                            Loop 1 - Yourself 
	TOTALTIME_AGEONSET_2        Time on Screen (in seconds) for AGEONSET - 
	                            Loop 2 - Selected HH Member 
	TOTALTIME_AGEONSET_3        Time on Screen (in seconds) for AGEONSET - 
	                            Loop 3 - Selected HH Member 
	TOTALTIME_PROBE_OPD_A       Time on Screen (in seconds) for PROBE_OPDA 
	TOTALTIME_PROBE_OPD_B_GRID1 Time on Screen (in seconds) for 
	                            PROBE_OPD_B_4 
	TOTALTIME_PROBE_OPD_B_GRID2 Time on Screen (in seconds) for 
	                            PROBE_OPD_B_8 
	WEIGHTLB                    How much do you weigh without shoes? 
	WEIGHT_Total                Normalized Total sample weights - 18+ 
	                            general population  (N=3,442) 
	WEIGHT_Web                  Normalized Web sample weights - 18+ general 
	                            population  (N=2,193) 
	WEIGHTpop_Total             Post-stratification Total sample weights - 
	                            18+ general population (N=3,442) 
	WEIGHTpop_Web               Post-stratification Web sample weights - 
	                            18+ general population (N=2,193) 
	duration                    Time spent in survey, in minutes 


